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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The occurrence of correlation effects in electron-atom colli-

sions results from the collective behaviour of the atomic elec-

trons and the projectile electron during the collision process.

The aim of this work is the experimental and theoretical study

of a particular class of correlation effects which are assumed

to occur in the exit channel of the collision. Therefore we

often will refer to these effects as "post-collision inter-

action" (PCI).

1. The configuration space in electron-atom collisions

The importance of correlation effects is mainly determined

by the collision energy. When the velocity of the incident elec-

tron is large the target atom experiences a rapidly varying

electric field and may still be in the process of evolving to

an excited state when the scattered electron is already far

away. The situation changes appreciably when the velocity of

the incident electron is lowered and becomes of the same order

of magnitude as the velocity of the outer-shell atomic elec-

trons. As long as the incident electron is at a finite dis-

tance (of the order of a few diameters of the target atom),

the target is polarised and, in turn, distorts the incoming

plane wave. At this point the interaction between target and

projectile may still be represented by some static multipole

field. This is no longer the case when the electron comes very

close to the target. The incident electron is immersed in the

atomic-electron cloud and, during the passage time of the pro-

jectile, the state of the collision system has to be described

by that of a short lived negative-ion complex.



Similar processes occur (in reversed order) when the scat-

tered electron is on its way out of the scattering center. How-

ever, a complication arises in the case of an ionising colli-

sion. Due to the infinitely long range of the Coulomb forces

between the ionised (or ejected) electron, the scattered elec-

tron and the residual ion, both receding electrons may become

closely correlated up till very large distances from the ionic

core. Such correlation processes are in particular important

when one of the escaping electrons (or both) has a low veloci-

ty.

In view of the above considerations it seems plausible to

separate the configuration space of the scattered electron into

an inner and an outer region. In the inner region the incident

electron is indistinguishable from the atomic electrons and the

interaction with the atom is of a very complicated type. In

the outer region the incident or scattered electron is at some

finite distance from the target, where the interaction is of a

much simpler nature and exchange interactions for instance can

be neglected.

Such a division of configuration space is the basis of

the R-matrix description of electron-atom collisions (Burke

et al (1971), Burke and Robb (1975), Burke (1977)). In the

inner or reaction region the collision system is described as

a compound negative ion. A set of wavefunctions can then be

calculated using the well established techniques for the cal-

culation of electronic wavefunctions of an isolated atom. In

the outer region a set of solutions of the Schrodinger equation

is derived by using simple static potentials. The solutions

for the scattered electron in the inner and in the outer re-

gion are matched on the boundary of the reaction region via the

logarithmic derivative, which is proportional to the R-matrix:

df.,
Jkf,. (6 ) = T. 6 Rn . ,Ik a' . a 1] dr .

3 JT = O

(1)

a

where f^fr) is a s e t °f radial wavefunctions of the scattered

electron in the state k and 6= is the radius of the reaction

region. The scattering - or S - matrix then follows from the

asymptotic behaviour of the scattered-electron wavefunctions



in the outer region.

This thesis deals with correlation effects occurring in

the outer region of configuration space after an ionising col-

lision. The motion of both escaping electrons in the external

region is then fully determined by the long-range Coulomb

forces. The situation becomes very appealing when only a parti-

cular class of well defined electronic states in the reaction

region is relevant for the ionising collision. The collision

process may then be separated into two steps. In the first step

the compound atom is created in the reaction region; in the se-

cond step the reaction region feeds the external region with

electron orbits which are known to a certain extent. Because of

the specific nature of the contributing electronic states the

reaction region provides an initial condition on the outgoing

waves which interact by Coulomb-forces in the external region.

Study of this type of collisions/ with implicit assumptions

concerning the interaction in the inner region, then allows

one to extract information about the post-collisional Coulomb

interaction. Conversely, when eventually the processes in the

outer region are fully understood, one may hope to learn more

about the details of the interaction in the reaction region.

The situation then closely resembles that of the final-state

interactions in elementary-particle physics (Taylor (1972)).

The content of this thesis may be divided into two prin-

cipal parts. In the first part the threshold ionisation of

hydrogen-like targets is studied. In that case two slow elec-

trons attempt to escape from the Coulomb attraction of the re-

sidual ion. In the next section of this introductory chapter we

will argue that only a very limited special class of electron

orbits emerging from the reaction region is relevant for the

correlated motion in the external region which can lead to ac-

tual ionisation. In the second part of this thesis ionising

collisions, with the formation of an autoionising state as an

intermediate step, will be considered. Such an autoionising

state is in fact a quasi bound state of the neutral atom which

lies imbedded in the ionisation continuum. The state decays

after a certain lifetime by emission of an electron. Of all



states to be formed in the reaction region only the autoionis-

ing state (s) under consideration is then relevant for this type

of ionisation process. The energy positions of autoionising

states usually are such that the electron to be ionised is ejec-

ted with a rather large velocity. The correlation in the outer

region of configuration space then consists of the interaction

of a fast ejected electron and, in case of threshold excitation

of the autoionising state, a slow scattered electron.

2. Threshold ionisation

Consider a collision between a target atom and an elec-

tron with just enough energy to eject an atomic electron. In

the case of helium the reaction equation then reads:

e + He •+ He+ + ej + e2 (2)

The collision is only an ionising one when both low energetic

electrons eventually reach infinity. The following discussion

may illustrate that this is not easily achieved. When for

example at a certain instant of the escape process electron ej

lags a little behind and finds itself at a smaller distance

from the ionic core than electron e2, the Coulomb attraction

of the ion is less effectively screened for electron ej than

for &2 •
 T n e result is that the electron which was lagging be-

hind is further slowed down and that electron e2 gains energy

at the expense of a corresponding energy loss of ej. Eventual-

ly electron ej ends up with a negative energy in an excited

state of the neutral atom, and excitation has taken place

rather than ionisation. Only when their distances to the ionic

core remain approximately equal, the two electrons may event-

ually reach infinity. The relation between the distances xl
and r2 of both electrons to the ion is referred to as the ra-

dial correlation; it is evident that this correlation is high-

ly unstable and the more so as the velocities are smaller.

Further, due to the repulsive Coulomb force the electrons tend

to move in opposite directions; this is indicated as the angu-



lar correlation. It may be easily understood that, in contrast

to the radial correlation, the angular correlation is stable.

The correlated motion of both escaping electrons is nice-

ly illustrated when we replace the Carthesian coordinates

rlr £2 by hyperspherical coordinates R, a, 612 (see also

Wannier (1953) and Rau (1971)).

a = tan"1 (r2/x\) <3>

®12 = cos"1 (£i-r2)

The Coulomb potential in Carthesian coordinates (using a.u.) is:

Using the definition of the hyperspherical coordinates this

may be rewritten as:

V(R, a, 612) = |- [— + — rl
cos a sin a (1 - sin 2a cos 612)

(5)

From the previous consideration it follows that double escape

does only occur for values of a near a = TT/4. - When the colli-

sion energy is exactly equal to the ionisation threshold energy

and thus the residual energy of both escaping electrons at in-

finity is zero, actual ionisation does only occur for a -- ir/4

^ exactly. - Thus for collision energies a little above the ioni-

sation threshold the orbits emerging from the reaction region

which are relevant for double escape are restricted to a very

special class: only those orbits, which remain close to

a = TT/4, will eventually reach infinity.

A plot of the potential surface given by eq. 5 provides a

beautiful illustration of the discussed correlation effects.

Fig. 1 shows the potential as a function of R and a for 612 = T.

The unstable radial correlation is reflected by the ridge at

a = IT/4 with deep throughs at both sides at a = 0 and ir/2. At
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional view of the potential surface

-V(R/ a, 612) (see eq. 5) as a function of the hyperspherical

coordinates R and a. The mutual angle e ] 2 is fixed at e 1 2 = "•

Infinitely deep throughs are located at a = 0 and or = n/2.



zero residual energy an orbit which diverges away from a = IT/4

inevitably disappears in one of the throughs, which means that

one of the electrons is captured by the residual ion. For high-

er energies the range of orbits leading to double escape is

enlarged: slightly diverging orbits may, due to their finite

energy, still reach infinity. It is actually this effect which

underlies the Wannier law for threshold ionisation (Wannier

(1953)). This law states that near threshold the total ionisa-

tion cross section varies as:

a. ^ E1-127 , (6)
ion

where E is the residual energy.

Fig. 2 shows the potential as a function of a and 612.

At a fixed value of a the potential has a minimum for 6j2 = -it

and inaccessibly high towers at 612 = 0 and at e12 = 2TT . The

minimum reflects the stable angular correlation . On its way to

infinity an electron orbit is more and more restricted to a

narrow cone around 8 j 2 = f. In other words: the electrons may

obtain very large individual angular momenta, even when the

total angular momentum is zero (see also Fano (1974)). This is

easily understood if one imagines the dependence of the wave-

function on Y (= IT — 6 j 2) to be expanded in spherical harmonics

Y . High-order harmonics (which correspond to high i-values)
Jo

are necessary to represent a sharply peaked function.

The exchange of angular momentum between the two escaping

electrons is the subject of Chapter II of this thesis. In the

first part of this chapter the results of classical trajectory

calculations are reported and the dependence of the angular-

momentum exchange on the residual energy is studied. In the se-

cond part of this chapter the observation of resonance-like

structures in optical excitation functions of Rydberg states

near the ionisation threshold is discussed. A tentative expla-

* Note that around a = n/4 and 6)2 = n the potent ia l surface has the form of
a rather f l a t saddle, which means that for small values of B = <* - »/4 and
Y = 812 ~ " the potent ia l surface can very well be approximated by a quadra-
t i c surface in 6 and y.
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n/2

Figure 2. Three-dimensional view of the potential surface

-V(R, o, 6]2) (see eq. 5) as a function of the hyperspherical

coordinates a and 912. The radius R is fixed at R = 1 a.u.

Inaccessibly high towers are located at 6]2 = 0 and 6] 2 = 2ir.

(The figure is symmetric about the line 9] 2 = "-)



nation for the ^-selectivity of the occurrence of these struc-

tures is given in terms of an ^-dependent decay probability of

the correlated electron orbits.

3. Ionisation following the near-threshold excitation of an

autoionising state

In an autoionising state of the helium atom both atomic

electrons are promoted to excited orbitals. The energy posi-

tion of such a state lies well beyond the first ionisation

threshold. The coupling of the doubly excited state to the

ionisation continuum determines its lifetime and consequently

its width via the uncertainty principle. When the autoionising

state is excited near its threshold by electron impact the

scattered electron is still near the atom at the instant of

autoionisation. In a time dependent picture the scattered elec-

tron slowly recedes, whereas the doubly excited state decays

exponentially. When the decay is fast and the velocity of the

scattered electron is low, the attractive Coulomb force of the

residual ion on the ejected electron is screened by the pre-

sence of the scattered electron. As a result the fast electron

gains energy at the expense of a corresponding energy loss of

the slow scattered electron. The exchange of energy may be so

large that the slow electron is eventually captured in an (ex-

cited) state of the neutral atom. These processes may be re-

presented by the following reaction equations:

** + ^ H e + + ei + e2
e + He •> He + e\ •*• He + ej + e2 <T <7>

^ * H e * + e 2

where in the ionisation channel the energies of e| and e2 in

the final state usually are different from the values immedia-

tely after autoionisation. We expect that this indirect mecha-

nism provides only a small contribution to the ionisation or

excitation cross-section. The major part will be made up by

the direct process; i.e. without the autoionising state as an

intermediate step.

Classically the energy exchange may be approximated by



the potential energy of the scattered electron in the field of

the ion at the instant of autoionisation. Within this picture

it is evident that the exchange of energy is smaller when the

autoionisation takes place at a later time. The exponential

decay of the autoionising state then causes a distribution of

ejected-electron energies with a width proportional to (VT)'1,

where v is the velocity of the scattered electron and T is the

lifetime of the autoionising state.

The above classical picture was already proposed by Barker

and Berry (1966) and found its quantum-mechanical analogue in

the so called "sudden approximation". The sudden approximation

has been rather successful in reproducing the lineshapes of

PCI structures in ejected-electron spectra, albeit at the ex-

pense of the introduction of a rather large number of adjust-

able parameters.

The correlation process following the near-threshold ex-

citation and subsequent decay of an autoionising state differs

from the process discussed in the previous section in that the

velocity of one of the escaping electrons is now relatively

large. This is probably the reason why the sudden approxima-

tion, with its great simplification of the electronic inter-

action, is not unsuccessful for this process. Also the ex-

change of angular momentum between both receding electrons is

expectingly less important than in the case of threshold ioni-

sation. However, although the amount of exchanged angular mo-

mentum may be small in absolute value, the relative changes in

angular momentum may be significant. Indeed, results of elec-

tron scattering experiments strongly suggest that in the des-

cription of this post-collision process one should account for

a non-neglegible exchange of angular momentum between the

scattered and the ejected electron. This means that one has to

deal with a more complicated type of interaction than was ori-

ginally suggested.

The sudden approximation is the subject of Chapter IV of

this thesis. In this chapter we prove that the so-called

"shake down" model (King et al (1975)) and the "semiclassical"

model (Morgenstern et al (1977)) are almost identical formula-

10



tions of the sudden approximation. We further try to establish

the consistency of the free parameters in the models, which

refer to unknown amplitudes for excitation of the autoionising

state and for the direct ionisation process. This is done by

performing a specific type of experiment and comparing the re-

sults with the predictions of the models.

The relevance of an additional mechanism for the excita-

tion of the autoionising state is discussed in Chapter V. This

additional mechanism concerns the resonant excitation (via a

short-lived negative ion state) of the autoionising state. The

reaction equation then reads:

- ** +
e + He -*• He -> He + e\ •* He +

He" + e2

(8)

In the reaction region a more or less stable negative ion

state is formed which subsequently decays to the autoionising

state under emission of an electron. The quantum numbers of

the electrons emerging from the reaction region are then

approximately known: those of the slow electron are determined

by the decay of the negative ion, whereas those of the fast

electron are prescribed by the decay of the autoionising state.

In Chapter V we argue that such a process allows us to deter-

mine the importance of angular-momentum exchange. Our argument

will be supported by experimental results.

In the last chapter of this thesis we formulate an appro-

ximate theory of the electronic correlation in the outer re-

gion, which does account for the effects of angular-momentum

exchange. In this theory the processes occurring in the reac-

tion region are modelled in an optical potential which provides

a formal separation of the inner and outer region. The theore-

tical description is restricted to the situation where the

scattered electron is eventually (after PCI) captured in an

excited state of the atom.

11
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Chapter II

CORRELATION EFFECTS IN THE ELECTRON IMPACT IONISATION AND EXCI-

TATION OF ATOMS NEAR THE IONISATION THRESHOLD

Abstract - We studied the near-threshold ionisation of H atoms,

He and Li 2 + ions. In particular, we calculated the orbital an-

gular momenta obtained by the two escaping electrons. This was

done by (i) using the classical three-body collision theory

and (ii) expanding the two-electron wavefunction given by Rau

and Peterkop in hyperspherical harmonics. The results show that

the predicted anomalous behaviour of the angular distribution

function of the two electrons for residual ion charge Z ̂  3 is

not reflected in the angular momenta. We further present ex-

perimental results on the excitation of various He, Ar and Kr

states for incident-electron energies in the vicinity of the

ionisation threshold. In some of the excitation curves studied

broad oscillatory structures are observed which extend beyond

the ionisation threshold. We interprete these structures in

terras of the formation and decay of correlations in the motion

of the two electrons in the field of the ion. We finally for-

mulate a tentative description for the angular-momentum depen-

dence of the decay probability of these correlations.

1. Introduction

The threshold behaviour of the single ionisaticn of atoms

by electrons is largely determined by the occurrence and decay

of correlations in the motion of the two escaping electrons.

Near the threshold actual ionisation can only occur if during

the escape process the distance of the two slowly receding elec-

trons to the residual ion remain approximately equal (radial

correlation). This is a highly unstable situation. A departure

13



from the equilibrium, which means that one of the electrons

lags behind, results in a further disturbance of the radial

correlation. Obviously the electron which is staying behind, is

less effectively screened from the attractive field of the ion

than the other one, resulting in a further deceleration of this

slower electron. This effect has been described by Rau (1971)

as "dynamic screening". Only if the radial correlation persists

up to a certain critical distance (the Wannier radius), double

escape can not be prevented and actual ionisation is reached.

(The Wannier radius is the distance where the kinetic energy

of both electrons balances their potential energy).

A second aspect of the electronic correlation is that the

repulsive Coulomb interaction between the two electrons forces

them to move in nearly opposite directions. Also here an equi-

librium exists resulting from the fact that the repulsive Cou-

lomb potential is at minimum when the particles move in exactly

opposite directions. As a consequence of this (stable) angular

correlation both receding electrons may obtain very large orbi-

tal angular momenta, even though the total angular momentum

is small.

The classical analysis of the threshold ionisation problem

by Wannier (1953) reveals that the radial correlation and the

angular correlation are uncoupled up to second order of the de-

parture from the equilibrium trajectories. Due to the instabi-

lity of the radial correlation the ionisation probability near

threshold is reduced. The smaller the energies of the outgoing

electrons, the larger the effect will be. In the theories of

Wannier (1953) , Rau (1971) and Peterkop (1971) it is assumed

that it is precisely this effect which determines the thres-

hold behaviour of the ionisation cross section.

The above considerations are strongly supported by the ex-

perimental results obtained by Cvejanovic and Read (1974).

These authors measured the yield of near-zero energy electrons

resulting from inelastic electron-helium collisions as a func-

tion of the incident-electron energy. In this curve a cusp was

observed at the ionisation threshold. For energies above the

ionisation threshold the shape of the cusp was in agreement

with the threshold law for ionisation as predicted by Wannier

14



(]953), Rau (1971) and Peterkop (1971). Further support for the

Wannier-Rau-Peterkop theory was provided by computer experiments

(based on classical trajectory calculations) by Banks et al

(1969), Grujic (1972), Cvejanovic and Grujic (1975) and Boesten

et al (1976).

Apart from its effect on the threshold behaviour of the

ionisation cross section the above discussed correlation mecha-

nism may also influence the cross section for excitation of

discrete atomic (Rydberg) states (Fano (1974)). Similarly as for

threshold ionisation the near-threshold excitation of highly

excited Rydberg states can only occur if the radial correlation

persists up to distances comparable with the mear radius of the

state concerned. It is actually this effect which is assumed to

be responsible for the excitation branch of the cusp as observed

by Cvejanovic and Read (1974). Furthermore, if after a seem-

ingly ionising collision the radial correlation is disturbed

at a distance smaller than the Wannier radius, excitation ra-

ther than ionisation will take place. This possibility of an

electron being captured after initially being under way to

infinity may be viewed as an indirect mechanism for excitation

of bound states at energies near the ionisation threshold. Such

an indirect mechanism may give rise to structures on the excita-

tion curves of these states. Because of the stable angular

correlation, which relates to the occurrence of high angular

momenta, such a mechanism in particular influences states with

high orbital angular momenta. More specifically it has been

argued by Fano (1974) that the above mechanism is probably the

predominant mechanism for the ..̂ .ar-threshold excitation of

high L Rydberg states.

In the first part of this chapter we will discuss computer

experiments on the ionisation of H atoms and of He and Li2

ions. Our main interest will be the study of the angular-momen-

tum exchanges between the electrons when they escape in the

ionisation channel. The classically calculated angular momenta

will be compared with the values obtained from the theory of

Rau (1971) by expanding the angular part of the two-electron

wavefunction in hyperspherical harmonics.

15



In the second part of this chapter we will study the in-

fluence of the above discussed correlation effects in the

excitation channel of the collision process. We will present

measurements of optical excitation functions of helium, argon

and krypton states which clearly reveal oscillating structures

around the ionisation threshold. We further formulate a tenta-

tive explanation for the apparent angular-momentum selectivity

of the occurrence of the structures.

2. Angular-momentum exchange between the escaping electrons in

the ease of threshold ionisation

Computer experiments on threshold ionisation may provide

valuable additional information on the correlated motion of the

receding electrons. These computer experiments are usually

based on the calculation of classical trajectories of the es-

caping electrons with suitably chosen initial conditions. The

justification of a classical approach lies in the fact that the

electrons interact over distances which are large with respect

to their de Broglie wavelength, even at near zero residual

energies (Wannier (1953)).

As far as the dependence of the ionisation cross section

on the residual energy (E) of both electrons is concerned both

experiment and computer simulations are well in accordance with

theory. There remain questions, however, as to the energy depen-

dence of the orbital angular momenta attained by the two elec-

trons in the escape process and as to the distribution of the

angle 612 between the directions of motion of the outgoing

electrons. Computer experiments by Boesten et al (1976) seem to

have verified the classical estimation that the angular momenta

l of the electrons should be proportional to E~0-5 (Fano (1974)).

The theory of Rau gives, apart from the threshold behaviour of

the ionisation cross section, an expression for the angular

distribution function P(0i2)- This function appears to be peaked

at 9i2 = IT and is Gaussian with a width (F.W.H.M.) proportional

to E0"25. A simple argument, which relates the width of P(6i2)

to its expansion in spherical harmonics, then gives rise to a

16



relation a ̂  E~ 0- 2 5 for the maximum angular momentum of the

electrons (Pano (1974)). This E ~ 0 # 2 5 relation was also found by

Cvejanovic and Grujifi (1975), who performed a computer experi-

ment similar to that of Boesten et al (1976).

The angular distribution function of Rau shows a peculiar

singular behaviour for a residual ion charge Z = 3; the dis-

tribution function then suddenly becomes isotropic. To investi-

gate whether this singular behaviour is also reflected in the

angular momenta of the outgoing electrons we decided to perform

a numerical experiment similar to that of Boesten et al (197G).

In addition we calculated the orbital angular momenta attained

by the two escaping electrons by expanding the wavefunction

given by Rau in hyperspherical harmonics.

2.1 Computer experiments

In our classical calculations on the ionisation of hydro-

genic targets the target under consideration is represented by

a nucleus with charge Z and an electron orbiting around it on

a Keppler orbit with energy equal to that of the ground state

of the target atom (ion). The initial configuration of the

system is determined by the shape of the elliptical Keppler

orbit and its position in space. This kind of experiment has

been described extensively by Abrines and Percival (1966). The

impact parameter of the incoming electron is chosen such that

the total angular momentum is zero. For the threshold ionisation

cross section in the case of Li2+ we found the relation:

„ ,, E1.036±0.002
ion

which is, as in the earlier calculations on H and He+ by Banks

et al (1969) and Boesten et al (1976a), in excellent agreement

with the relation following from the theory of Wannier, Peterkop

and Rau (o±on * E 1 ' 0 3 5 8 ) .

It would require an enormous amount of computing time to

calculate the angular distribution function for the two elec-

trons. For every point of the distribution function one has to

average over the initial configuration of the system. This is
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nearly impossible in the threshold region where the ionisation

cross section is very small and consequently only a very small

fraction of all collisions leads to ionisation. So a direct

check of Rau's prediction that the angular distribution function

should become isotropic for Li2+ is as yet not feasible. There-

fore we calculated the angular momenta of the electrons, which

are intimately related to the angular distribution function.

For the dependence of I on the excess energy we found:

2 % E-{0.55±0.02)

which is in accordance with earlier calculations on H and He+

done with the same initial configuration (Boesten et al,(l976)).

In Fig. 1 we collected the results of the numerical experi-

ments on the angular momenta of the electrons done up till now.

2x10'
E(«V)

Figure 1. Calculated orbital angular momenta as a function of

the excess energy E. O, O and A: classical calculations on H,

He and Li , respectively; full lines: calculations using the

two-electron wavefunction of Rau (1971) (see section 2.2).
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2.2 Comparison with theory

Guided by the work of Wannier (1953), Rau derived an

approximate expression for the wavefunction of the system con-

sisting of the two electrons escaping from the residual ion

(Rau (1971)). The expression is formulated in the hyperspherical

coordinate system (R, a, 6i2)/ which is defined as follows:

R = <ri2 + r2
2)*

812 = cos-hrj.i^) (2.1)

a = tan~1(r2/ri)

where r2 and r2 are the carthesian coordinates of the electrons.

The departures from the equilibrium points a = it/4 and 812 = it

are indicated by:

B = a - tr/4
(2.2)

Y = e12 - T

For zero residual energy the dependence of the approximate

wavefunction on the angle y is, up to second order in y, given

by (ses Rau (1971)) :

i|/(Yf R) "v. e
 acR Y, {2.3)

with c2 = 4/2(4Z - 1) and b = [i ± (^z"_
4^)^ ]/64. For Z > 3

b becomes purely imaginary and the angular distributic function

£(612) = • * becomes independent of 6i2. The angular-momentum

distribution of the outgoing electrons can be calculated by

expanding (2.3) in hyperspherical harmonics:

where 111,2 refer to the individual angular momenta of both

electrons and L, M are the total angular momentum quantum

numbers. The I are defined by:
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*l I LM (i l f £2) = Z Y£- <£l> Y£,(i^> <iimiS.2m2|LM> (2.5)
1 2 mi,m2

 2 2

in terms of the ordinary spherical harmonics and a Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient. The hyperspherical harmonics have a very

simple form in the case of L = 0:

where P° is a normalised associated Legendre polynomial. The

expansion (2.4) then reads:

i|)(Y, R) = 2 a^R) P°(cos Y) (2.7)

For R we choose the Wannier radius, in accordance with Rau

(1976). The probability for a certain I-value is then given by

|ot |2. Arbitrarily we define a maximum angular momentum tj by
Jo

I la.|2 = 1 - e (2.8)
1=0 %

and choose e = 0.01.

The integrations in the expansion (2.7) were done numeri-

cally, except for Z = 3 where a. is proportional to the Bessel

function J 2 + L - The calculated i0 values as a function of E are

shown in fig. 1. The calculated points could well be fitted by

&0 * E~6 with 6 = 0.31 in the case of Z = 1 and Z = 2, S = 0.48

in the case of Z = 3. Note that near the ionisation threshold

the two electrons indeed may attain large orbital angular

momenta. Further we observe that large angular momenta still

occur for Z = 3, although the angular distribution function is

isotropic in this case. Strictly the expansion of the wave-

function is not correct for Z = 3 because the wavefunction is

only given up to second order in the angle -y; and in the

expansion for Z = 3 also large angles are important.

It should be noted that the classical and quantum-mechanical

angular momenta are not quite comparable. In expanding the wave-

function we find a distribution of angular momenta at each
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residual energy of the two electrons, whereas the classically

calculated angular momenta spread only very little around an

average value. One may hope, however, that the comparison of

the quantity S,o (defined in eg. (2.8)) with the classical re-

sults bears some significance; in particular as far as the

comparison of the dependencies of «,0
 and the classical angular

momentum on E is concerned. In the classical calculations

different angular momenta at one value of E could be found by

changing the initial configuration of the system. We therefore

recalculated some of our results using a different initial con-

figuration. It appears that the dependence of J on E as calcu-

lated by the classical theory is very sensitive on the chosen

j' initial configuration. We believe that this effect explains at

least partly the discrepancy between the results of Boesten

et al (1976 b) and those of Cvejanovifi and GrujiS (1975). On

the other hand it appears that the power law for the variation

of the ionisation cross section with excess energy does not

depend on the initial configuration.

These findings may well be understood within the framework

of the Wannier theory. As has been stated in the introduction

I' of this chapter, the radial correlation and the angular corre-

lation are uncoupled up to second order in 6 and y- The variation

(with energy) of the probability that the collision results in

actual ionisation is governed by the radial correlation and thus

by the interactions in the outer region. On the other hand the

angular correlation may to some extent also be determined by

the processes in the reaction region close to the nucleus.

This situation has its analogue in the quantum-mechanical

theory of Rau, where for finite residual energy and for values

of R smaller than a few times the Wannier radius the angular

correlation is described by a linear combination of two inde-

pendent functions: one describing an increase of the angular

correlation as R increases and an other one representing a de-

creasing angular correlation. For distances much larger than

the Wannier radius both functions become asymptotically identi-

cal to a single function which describes a strengthening of the

angular correlation. By adjusting the coefficients in the

linear combination of these two functions one may simulate
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the effect of the reaction region on the angular correlation.

A preliminary calculation made us to suspect that this effect

is responsible for the discrepancy between the halfwidth of the

angular distribution P(6i2) a s was measured by Cvejanovifi and

Read (1974) and the halfwidth that can be calculated from

eq. (2.3).

The most important conclusion which can be drawn from the

present results is that the non-monotonic dependence of the

angular distribution function on Z near Z = 3, which follows

from the theory by Rau, is not reflected in the angular momenta

of the outgoing electrons; neither in our numerical experiments,

nor in the expansion of the two-electron wavefunction.

As Rau (1976) suggests, the isotropy of the angular dis-

tribution function for Z > 3 implies a total loss of angular

correlation of the two electrons. From his wavefunction, how-

ever, the classical "Wannier" trajectories of the escaping

electrons can be derived via the construction of orthogonal

trajectories on planes of constant phase. The Wannier orbits

show for Z = 1 and 2 a damped oscillating behaviour for the

lnR dependence of y; for Z > 3 y(lnR) decays exponentially to

zero, which implies that the angular correlation remains for

Z > 3. We believe that this ambiguity may be removed by con-

sidering wave packets, which could be constructed by using the

wavefunctions of Rau for finite energy of the two-electron

system.

3. Observation of the correlation mechanism in the excitation

channe1

In the introduction of this chapter we stressed that the

two slow electrons should recede in a highly correlated manner

to reach large distances from the ionic core and to obtain a

fair angular momentum. As most of these correlated electron

orbits eventually end up in the excitation channel, it is of

interest to study these correlation effects by measuring exci-

tation functions of (highly excited) and (high angular momentum)

states near the ionisation threshold. This we have done for a
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number of helium, argon and krypton states as will be described

in the next sections.

3.1 Experimental

The experimental set-up used in the present experiment is

similar to that used by van Ittersum et al (1976). An electron

beam of about 10 pA and adjustable energy is directed through

an excitation region filled with the noble gas under investiga-

tion. The halfwidth of the incident energy distribution is about

0.3 eV and the gas pressure is typically a few times 10~3 torr.

The radiation emerging from a narrow cross section of the elec-

tron beam is detected at right angles to the electron beam with

help of a monochromator-multiplier combination. In a few cases

the monochromator was replaced by appropriate interference fil-

ters. The pulses at the anode of the multiplier are amplified,

discriminated and stored in a multichannel analyser which pro-

vides a sweep voltage proportional to the channel address. By

sweeping the incident energy a large number of times over the

range of interest, a particular part of the optical-excitation

curve is measured.

3.2 Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows our measured optical excitation functions

of the 3JS, 3XP and 3JD states of helium at incident-electron

energies in the vicinity of the ionisation threshold. The curves

were obtained by plotting the light emission of the state under

consideration as a function of the energy of the incoming elec-

trons. The prominent structures just above the thresholds of

the 3JS and 3JD states are caused by negative-ion resonances,

whose configurations are probably of the type (ls^-Jfc'). Around

the ionisation threshold (24.59 eV) the excitation curves of

the S and P states appear to vary smoothly with incident energy.

In the 3XD curve, however, a relatively broad oscillatory

structure can be observed, which starts below the ionisation

threshold and extends up to about 1.5 eV above. As slightly
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Figure 2. Optical excitation functions of the 3]S, 3]P and 3]D

states of helium from threshold to about 8 eV above. The first

data point of each curve lies at about 0.2 eV above the exci-

tation threshold. The dashed vertical line indicates the Ioni-

sation threshold.
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above the ionisation threshold no negative ion resonances are

expected to occur, we ascribe the origin of the structure to

the correlation effects as discussed in the introduction.

Apparently, the disturbance of the radial correlation

causes an initially ionising electron orbit to preferentially

decay into the n = 3 state with the highest possible angular-

momentum quantum number. The higher lying 4XD state (the exci-

tation curve of which is not shown here) also exhibits some

effect, but much less pronounced than in the 3*D state. This

could indicate that the effect in reality does not occur in the

3XD excitation, but in the higher lying high-L states, which

via one or more steps cascade into the 3*D state.

Such an explanation is not inconsistent with the physical

picture which suggests that the angular correlation is stronger

when the electrons move out to larger distances. The electrons

thus obtain larger angular momenta when the radial correlation

is disturbed at a later stage in the escape process. This

reasoning, however, disregards a possible dependence of the

decay probability of a seemingly ionising electron orbit on the

angular momentum. In the next section of this chapter we formu-

late a tentative description of this effect.

In figure 3 we present the optical excitation functions

for a series of np[ 1/2 ]0 states of argon. Each curve exhibits

around the ionisation threshold (15.76 eV) a slowly oscillating

structure which is superimposed on the rapidly rising background

of the direct excitation. An extensive study of negative-ion

resonances in this energy region has been performed by Brunt et

al (1976) and Read et al (1976). As in their experiments no

prominent negative-ion resonances are observed close to the

ionisation threshold, it is tempting to again ascribe the struc-

tures, which are observed in fig. 3, to the correlation mecha-

nism associated with the ionisation threshold.

The influence of the correlation effects in the excitation

channel is even more clearly demonstrated in figure 4, which

shows excitation functions for a series of np[ 1/2 ]0 states in

krypton. The fact that the statistical accuracy differs appre-

ciably for the different curves is not in the first place due

to differences in intensity of the corresponding lines, but

rather to differences in monochromator slit widths, which had
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Figure 3. Optical excitation curves of the np[1/2]0 states in

argon for n = 5 to 7. The incident-electron energy ranges from

below the threshold of the states considered to a few eV above.

The onsets of the curves coincide with the spectroscopically

known energy positions of the states. The dashed line indica-

tes the ionisatlon threshold.
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Figure 4. Optical excitation curves for a series of np[ 1/2] 0
states in krypton; n ranges from 6 to 10. The dashed line in-

dicates the ionisation threshold.
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to be used in order to isolate the lines from nearby lying ones.

Similarly as in the case of argon the np[ 1/2]Q curves show clear

oscillatory structures proceding through the ionisation thres-

hold. It is remarkable that in the excitation curves of np[ 1/2]

states with total angular momentum J f 0 (which are not shown

here) no effect at all is observed near the ionisation thres-

hold. The ns-states in krypton are difficult to study in the

present experiment. The lower lying (n = 4) s-states can only

decay via transitions which ly in the infrared; the higher ly-

ing have thresholds within 1 eV from the ionisation threshold,

so that possible structures in the excitation curves are easily

obscured by the rapid rise of the curves near threshold. The

best we could do was to measure a mixture of the lls[3/2]0 #

list3/2]jand list3/2]2 states, which give rise to three close-

ly spaced spectral lines near 5300 A. It is seen from figure 5

that around the ionisation threshold a clear structure occurs,

which resembles that observed in the excitation of the npt1/2] 0
states.

Particularly interesting are our results on the excitation

of 4f-states, which are also shown in figure 5. The lower curve

corresponds to a mixture of three transitions around 4960 S

with upper levels 4f[ 3/2]2 / 4f[ 3/2]j and 4f[5/2]2, respectively.

The upper curve corresponds to a (probably) isolated transi-

tion at 4813 8 with the 4f[ 3/2 h state as upper level. The energy

scales of both curves have been calibrated against the onset

of the 4376 8 line (6pt 1/2 ]0 •* 5s[ 3/2 h transition) which ex-

hibits a steep rise just above threshold. At first sight it

looks like both 4f-curves have their onsets at about 13.8 eV

rather than at 13.14 eV. The latter value is the spectroscopi-

cally known value of the threshold energy of the three 4f-states

involved. All other curves measured (and whose energy scales

were calibrated in the same manner as those of the 4f-curves)

appeared to have their onsets within 0.1 eV from the expected

threshold values. A tentative conclusion would be that the 4f-

states under consideration have relatively small excitation

cross-sections from their threshold to about 0.7 eV above and

exhibit a steep rise near the ionisation threshold. Because
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Figure 5. Optical excitation functions of 4f and 11s states in

krypton. The lower it curve corresponds to a mixture of three

spectral lines resulting from transitions with upper levels

4f[3/2]2, 4f[3/2li and 4f[ 5/2] 2, respectively. The 11s curve

corresponds to a mixture of the lls[3/2]0, lls{ 3/2] i and

llsl3/2]2 states. The arrows mark the thresholds of the 4f sta-

tes, which in this particular case do not seem to coincide with

the onset of the curves (see text). The dashed line indicates

the ionisation threshold.
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the optical spectrum of krypton is fairly complex and not yet

fully analysed, it can of course not be completely excluded

that the spectacular rise of the 4f-excitation curves near the

ionisation threshold is (partly) due to an admixture of some

unidentified spectral line. However, it would be very fortuitous

if both measured 4f-curves, which correspond to spectral lines

lying about 150 8 apart, should be affected in the same way by

an unknown admixture.

4. A model for the coupling between the ionisation and the

excitation channel

As has been stated in the introduction the electron orbits,

which lead to actual ionisation at near-zero residual energy,

are restricted to a narrow cone in hyperspace. Only those re-

maining close to the unstable equilibrium point a = ir/4 will

reach infinity. As a consequence of the electronic Coulomb re-

pulsion the mutual angle 612 remains close to 6i2
 = •*• T n e

orbits leaking out of this Wannier cone, due to the instability

of the radial correlation, inevitably lead to excitation rather

than ionisation.

In the Schrodinger equation, which describes the electronic

motion in the Wannier cone, the coupling with the excitation

channel will be represented by a non-hermitean potential V. Its

imaginary part describes the absorption of probability current

in the excitation channel:

V.j = 2 Im(V) \ii\2 (4.1)

In this section we will exploit this picture to study the effect

of the angular momenta of the escaping electrons on their

coupling to the excitation channel. Therefore we expand the

wavefunction if;, describing the system of both electrons in the

Coulomb field of the ion, in eigenstates of the single-electron

angular momentum, assuming that the total angular momentum of

the system is zero. We further assume that in the final stage

of the coupling process the angular momentum of the electron in
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the continuum state ifi can directly be related to its angular
36

momentum in the final excited state. So we neglect an exchange

of angular momentum during the final capture process. This seems

reasonable because the inter-electronic Coulomb force is then

effectively screened by the ionic core which is close to one

of the electrons.

We realise that this is only a very tentative description

because it greatly simplifies the dynamics of the coupling of

the Wannier cone to the rest of configuration space. The more

general and interesting problem of formulating a description,

which is valid in a larger domain of configuration space, has

recently been treated by Fano (1980). We, however, hope that

our approach may be of some help for the understanding of the

experimental results as presented in the previous section.

The wavefunction of the two-electron system in hyperspheri-

cal coordinates is conveniently written as:

iMR, a, 812) = R~
5/2(sin a cos a)"1 i|>« (R, a, e12) , (4.2)

where i>' satisfies the Schrodinger equation:

. a 2 1/4 1 3 2 Li 2 L2
2 2B

{ + + k2 + — [ ] + — } * ' = 0 ,
aR2 R2 R2 3d2 sin2ct cos2a R

Li2 and L2
2 are the operators of the individual angular momenta

of both electrons and

B(a, 6i2) = — — + —- r (4.4)
cos a sin a (1 - sin 2a cos 6j2)

is the potential energy of the system. We next expand the wave-

function in the hyperspherical harmonics for zero total angular

momentum (see eq. (2.6)):

where, for brevity, we dropped all subscripts of X!!00 except

the firs';. Substitution of eq. (4.5) into eq. (4.3) leaves us

with an infinite set of coupled equations:
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32 1/4 1 32 Hi. + 1) Hi. + 1) 2B

3R2 R2 R2 3a2 sin2a cos2a R X

= - | I B^, rv , (4.6)

With B , = / 7 B Ĵ , dfl. (4.7)

The SchrSdinger equation (4.3), restricted to the part of con-

figuration space which is assumed to be relevant for threshold

ionisation, was treated by Peterkop (1971) and Rau (1971) by

expanding the Hamiltonian in powers of y (= 6j2 ~ ") and

6 (= a - ir/4). In that case the Coulomb potential eq. (4.4) is,

up to second order in y and 3, replaced by the quadratic

function:

B = £ + 2 nS2 - Y2/8/2, (4.8)

with 5 = 3/2/2 and n = 11/2/8. The authors then searched for

WKB-like solutions of the approximated Schrodinger equation:

X { R ) e
i ( f ( R ) + h W Y - ^ g W B ) (4p9)

Similarly we shall seek solutions of eq. (4.6) of the form:

i(f,(R) + g,,(R)B2)
(4.10)

To truncate the infinite set of coupled equations (4.6) we

approximate their right hand sides in the following way. Com-

paring eq. (4.9) and eq. (4.10) we tentatively write:

j, X (4.11)

with Ha(B) = / e
i h ( R ) Y 2 Y% an (4.12)

and use the last two expressions to rewrite the right-hand side

of eq. (4.6) as:
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" I E BW> *£• = " I *£ Z BA*« Hl' / H* (4'13)

This procedure yields a Schrodinger equation for *' in closed

form with an approximate coupling term for the states of differ-

ent orbital angular momentum. The function HR(R) may be calcu-

lated from the solutions for h(R) given by Peterkop (1971) and

Rau (1971) and using eq. (4.12).

We now expand both the left and right-hand sides of eq.

(4.6) in powers of 6 and y and calculate the right-hand side by

using eqs. (4.7) and (4.13). We next substitute the expression

for the approximate $' (eq. (4.10)) and require the coefficients

of R"1 and g2R-1 to be zero, which yields:

k2 + 2^(R)/R - fjj2 = 0, (4.14)

where

and

e^(R) = 5 + 1 B u , H r A
V

4n/R - 2 f£ g£ - 4 g|/R| = 0, (4.15)

respectively. The primes on f and g denote the derivatives

with respect to R. This approach is identical to that of

Peterkop (1971) and Rau (1971); the only difference with their

work is the appearance of the function £»(R) instead of the

constant £; this function reflects the coupling of different

angular-momentum states.

In general eq. (4.15) yields two types of solutions for

g.(R); one referring to classical orbits which diverge from the

point of unstable equilibrium 0 = 0, whereas the other one

refers to orbits which converge towards 6 = 0. As was argued by

Wannier (1953) only the diverging orbits are of relevance for

the energy behaviour of the ionisation cross section near thres-

hold. (The converging orbits always lead to ionisation regardless

of the energy.) It is clear that, at a finite residual energy,

only a small fraction of the diverging electron orbits ends up

in infinity? this fraction increases with the residual energy.

It is exactly this behaviour which leads to the well-known
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threshold law for the ionisation cross section. The domain of

validity of the above approach in configuration space is con-

stituted by the Wannier cone.

We now are left with a Schrodinger equation for the radial

function x 0 (
R ) :

d2 1/4 - 21(1 + 1) d 2ig
{ + + 2if' — + if" + —f} x (R) = 0

d E (4.16,

which is readily transformed into an equation for ^ ' by using
e q . ( 4 . 1 0 ) :

32 1/4 - 2J>(2 + 1) 2£ (R) 2 ig (R)
{ + + k2 + — - + ) *J = 0 (4.17)

3R2 R2 R R2 l

The latter equation determines two-electron wavefunctions in

the Wannier cone which are directly related to the classical

Wannier orbits via orthogonal trajectories on the surfaces of

constant phase.

The coupling with the region of configuration space out-

side the Wannier cone is represented, by the imaginary part of

the potential in eq. (4.17). The divergence of the probability

current in the Wannier cone is then given by:

-5/2R 2 l l 2

where

V.(R) = - 2£.(R)/R - 2ig.(R)/R2 (4.19)

When Im(V (R)) < 0 eq. (4.18) shows that a part of the current

is absorbed in the excitation channel. Study of V (R) then may

yield information about the decay of a seemingly ionising

electron orbit into the excitation channel.

A solution of the equations (4.14) and (4.15) was obtained

in the following way. First we solved numerically for the func-

tion h(R) and calculated the expansion coefficient H. (R) by

numerical integration. Next we noted that for large R £,,(R) is

approximately constant, in which case there exist analytic
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solutions of eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). These solutions are pro-

portional to the logaritmic derivative of a hypergeometric

function:

g*(R) = R2(k2 + 2C ' ^ ' ^ 2

m.

(4.20)

with mj = -%\i - k and m 2 = hv ~ ki where

The solution 9?(R) refers to electron orbits which are diverging

from 3 = 0 , whereas g*(R) refers to converging electron orbits.

For R >> 2££(R)/k
2 an asymptotic expansion may be obtained by

using the formula's for the analytic continuation of hypergeo-

metric functions (Erdelyi (1953)). It can be shown that the first

term of this asymptotic series yields identical functions

g* and g2, both representing a loss of radial correlation. This

implies that for finite residual energy k2/2 the radial correla-

tion disappears at infinity. In our calculation an asymptotic

series of 20 terms was used as a starting point of the numeri-

cal inward integration of eq. (4.15).

Figure 6 shows the typical result for the imaginary part

of the potential at a residual energy of 0.5 eV. In the case of

figure 6a we performed the calculation for diverging electron

orbits. As can be seen from the figure, the coupling with the

excitation channel is largest for & = 0 and decreases for larger

values of the angular momentum. This behaviour is not inconsis-

tent with the experiments where, in the case of krypton and

argon, we found structures in the excitation functions of s and

p states. From the figure we also deduce that the f-wave is

hardly coupled to the excitation channel. It is tempting to

assume that this is the cause of the peculiar threshold beha-

viour of the cross section for the Kr 4f-states provided that

their threshold excitation mainly occurs via the correlated
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electron motion. The angular momentum dependence of the coupling

as seen in fig. 6a is quite contrary to our experimental fin-

dings concerning the 31S, 31!? and 31D levels of helium. We must

note, however, that the radius of the n = 3 excited state is

probably too small for the coupling with the orbits in the

Wannier cone to be correctly described by our model.

In figure 6b the imaginary part of the potential is shown

for the case of converging orbits. Within our model it is con-

sistent that the calculations predict no leakage of current in-

to the excitation channel: all converging orbits will reach in-

finity.

In conclusion we may state that our tentative description

of the phenomenon shows a coupling of the Wannier cone to the

excitation channel which appears to be dependent on the orbital

angular momentum of the receding electrons. Although large angu-

lar momenta may occur in the Wannier orbits, it appears that

the coupling of these high-angular momentum states with the

excitation channel decreases as the angular momentum increases.

This finding is not inconsistent with the experimental results.
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Figure 6. The imaginary part of the potential (eq. 4.19) repre-

senting the interaction between two electrons and the residual

ion in the Wannier cone. The curves A, B, C, D and E correspond

to the one-electron angular momenta £ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, res-

pectively. The total angular momentum is zero, the residual

energy is 0.5 eV. a: Electron orbits with a diverging radial

correlation b: orbits with a converging radial correlation.
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Chapter III

AN APPARATUS FOR ELECTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

Abstract - An apparatus is described which allows the experi-

mental study of low energy electron-atom collisions. In the de-

vice hemispherical energy dispersing elements are employed for

energy selection of the incident-electron beam and for the ana-

lysis of the scattered electrons. After preliminaries on the

physical aspects of the energy selector the ideal operation of

the apparatus is sketched. For the practical operation the vol-

tages on the electrostatic cylinder lenses were determined em-

pirically. Especially for the monochromator part these volta-

ges differed considerably from those which could be derived

theoretically. Three modes of operation of the electron-spec-

trometer are discussed and methods are provided for the cali-

bration of the corresponding energy scales. Finally measurements

are presented which show that with the present set up an over-

all energy resolution of about 0.07 eV can be reached.

1. Introduction

A major problem in the experimental study of electron-atom

collisions is the production of sufficiently intense monoener-

getic electron beams. The energy spread of the incident elec-

trons has to be small enough so as to isolate the atomic states

to be studied or to resolve narrow structures which may appear

in the cross sections as a function of incident energy. The

problem is that the intensity of electron beams with a narrow

energy distribution is limited.

The use of spherical or cylindrical condensors is nowadays

well accepted as the best solution to the electron monochroma-

tor problem. One of the first devices for low energy electron
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scattering based upon this principle was constructed by Simpson

(1964). In the last decade this technique has been refined:

incident electron currents of the order of 10~9 A at an energy

resolution better than 0.020 eV are now feasible (Brunt et al

(1976)). The collimation and energy control of the electron

beam is done with the aid of electrostatic lenses. Since the

first experiments of Simpson (1964) much more has become known

about the properties of these electron optical elements. Results

of extensive calculations on the most frequently used electro-

static lens systems have been reported by Harting and Read

(1976).

Although the incident-electron currents are relatively

small, electron scattering experiments on doubly excited

states of helium (with excitation cross sections O(l0~20 cm2))

are feasible. The data accumulation time for these experiments

is however of the order of several days, which demands for

sufficient stability of the apparatus. The available current

seems to be restricted by space charge in the electron beam

which deteriorates the working of the monochromator. A remedy

would be the use of monochromators with large physical dimen-

sions (Read et al (1974)), but in that case one has to cope with

problems arising from the large distances (0(1 m)) the low-

energy electrons have to travel. Because of their low veloci-

ty these electrons are easily influenced by stray magnetic

fields and non-uniformities in the contact potentials of con-

ducting surfaces.

When the same technique of spherical or cylindrical con-

densors is used for selection of the scattered-electron ener-

gy, space charge effects can be neglected because the scatter-

ed-electron current usually is several orders of magnitude

smaller than the incident current.

In the next section of this chapter the spherical conden-

sor will be discussed, in the following sections a description

of our electron-^spectrometer and its modes of operation will

be given.
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2. The use of a spherical eondensov as an energy dispersing

element

A schematic drawing of the energy selector is shown in

fig. 1. It consists of two concentric hemispheres which are

kept on different electric potentials. Slits are placed in the

entrance and exit plane. The electric field in the space be-

tween the hemispheres is proportional to r~2 where r is the

distance to the common center of the spheres; as a result the

electrons move on Keppler orbits.

At first sight the energy selecting capability of the de-

vice is clear: from the electrons passing the entrance slit

perpendicular to the entrance plane only those in a narrow

energy band (determined by the slit widths) will emerge from

the exit slit. A more profound analysis reveals that elec-

trons of equal energy do not necessarily have to enter the se-

lector perfectly parallel to the normal on the entrance plane.

Purcell (1938) showed that only terms proportional to a2 and

higher orders of a (a is the angle between the initial velo-

city and the normal) appear in the equation of motion for the

electrons between the spheres. This means that a slightly diver-

gent beam at the entrance slit is focussed on the exit slit up

to first order in a. The focussing of the beam in the direction

perpendicular to the plane of fig. 1 is obvious; the electrons

starting with different angles out of the plane of the figure

just move on different great circles. The energy resolution of

the selector is given by:

(Purcell (1938)), where E is the mean energy of the electrons

when entering the selector, AE is the base width of the trans-

mission peak, W the width of entrance and exit slits and R the

mean radius of the two spheres.

Especially when the spherical condensor is used as a mono-

chromator a large number of electrons may be scattered from the

edges of the entrance and exit slits and enter the gap between
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Figure 1. Schematical drawing of the spherical condenser. Be-

tween the two concentric spheres an electric field is applied.

The dashed line indicates the orbit of electrons which start

from the edge of the entrance slit at angle a with respect to

the normal on the entrance plane. The width of the entrance and

exit slits is indicated by W; R refers to the mean radius of

the condensor.
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the spheres. The presence of these low-energy electrons, which

disturbs the working of the energy selector, may be circumven-

ted by using virtual rather than real slits. These virtual

slits are images of real slits placed somewhere else in the

electron optical system. When the real slits are kept on a po-

tential which is higher than the mean potential between the

hemispheres/ electrons scattered from these apertures are pre-

vented from entering the energy selector.

The occurrence of space charge considerably changes the

ideal operation of the energy selector as sketched above. In

a space charge limited beam the divergence angle a in the fo-

cus points at the entrance and exit slits is determined by the

repulsive Coulomb forces between the electrons. The effective

beam diameter at the entrance slit position may become very

small due to the fact that after space charge spreading the

electrons seem to emerge from a source with a smaller diameter

than the actual beam diameter. When these electrons are acce-

lerated, a real image of a very narrow point source should be

obtainable. Taking this into account, the relation between the

width of the energy distribution and the transmitted current I

can be written as (Kuyatt et al (1967)):

I -v. E*3 AE (2.2)

This expression still has to be corrected for an anomalous

energy spread which occurs at the focus points (Boersch (1954)).

After this correction the maximum current which can be obtain-

ed from a hemispherical energy selector can approximately be

written as (Kuyatt (1966)):

I 'v* R AE2'5 (2.3)
max

From the latter formula it is clear that the energy resolution

necessarily decreases if higher currents are desired. A higher

space charge limited current for a fixed AE requires a larger

mean radius of the spherical condensor. This however makes the

system more sensitive to effects of residual magnetic fields

and non-uniformities in contact potentials.
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3. Description of the apparatus

The electron spectrometer described in this section and

schematically shown in fig. 2 is essentially identical to an

apparatus described by Kuyatt et al (1967); only minor changes in

the electron optical system have been made. The incident-elec-

tron beam is monochromatised using a spherical condensor and

an identical energy selector is used to analyse the scattered

(or ejected) electrons. The target gas is introduced in a ro-

tatable gas cell. The part of the apparatus including the ca-

thode, the energy selecting spherical condensor and associated

electron optics will be referred to hereafter as the monochro-

mator. As 'analyser' we define that part of the apparatus

which consists of the scattered- (or ejected-) electron selec-

tor and associated electron optics. The scattering angle can be

varied by rotating the monochromator part of the apparatus

about an axis in the centre of the gas cell.

Electrons are emitted from a directly heated tungsten

hairpin filament (C). The emission current is large enough for

the cathode and anode (A) configuration to form a space-charge

limited diode. The slightly negative potential on the IVehnelt

cylinder (W) pushes the electrons through the hole in the anode.

The cylindrical elements Lj and L2 following the anode pro-

duce an image of the anode hole on diaphragm Di; diaphragm

D2 then limits the angular size of the beam. The next electro-

static lens (formed by the elements Lz and Hj) projects an

image of D] at the entrance of the energy selector. This image

serves as the virtual entrance slit of the energy selector,

whereas the image of D2 determines the divergence a of the

electron beam. To keep the divergence and thus AE (see eq. 2.1)

as small as possible D2 is imaged at infinity, which means that

the beam angle is made to disappear. A virtual exit slit of the

energy selector is formed by the image of diaphragm D3. Two

cylindrical elements Hj and H2 serve to correct the radial

electric field in the energy selector for edge effects. These

elements should be kept on a potential which is equal to the

potential halfway between the spheres (Herzog (1940), Wollnik
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Figure 2. Schematical drawing of the electron spectrometer.

The electrons emerge from a heated wire cathode (C) at the left;

they traverse the hemispherical energy selector and enter the

rotatable gass cell (G). In the figure the scattering angle is

set at 30 . Scattered electrons are analysed by an identical

energy selector and detected by an electron multiplier (M) at

the right. See text for further explanation.



(1967)).

For optimum energy resolution the energy of the electrons

in the selector is generally low; of the order of 2 eV. After

energy selection the electrons are accelerated in two steps to

the desired collision energy. This is done by the electrosta-

tic lenses L3-L4 and L4-G. Collimation of the electron beam is

achieved with help of the aperture D5.

Scattering events are generated by firing the electron

beam, which now has a well defined energy, through the rota-

table gas cell G. The pressure in the interaction region is

sufficiently low that only a negligible fraction of the elec-

trons perform multiple collisions with the gas atoms. The pres-

sure in the gas cell is typically 10~2 torr and is kept con-

stant by the balance between the gas supply and the pumping

from outside. Outside the gas cell the pressure is about 10~5

torr.

The scattered (or ejected) electrons may enter the analy-

ser through two successive apertures D6 and D7, which define

the angular acceptance of the analyser. The electron optics

formed by the lens elements G, L5 to L9 and H3 project an ima-

ge of these apertures at the entrance of the energy selector.

The image of one of the apertures D6, D7 then acts as a virtu-

al entrance slit whereas the other one defines the divergence

of the rays entering the analyser hemispheres. Because of the

twofold function of the diaphragms D6 and D7, i.e. definition

of the acceptance solid angle of the analyser and definition of

the beam width and divergence angle at the entrance of the energy

selector, no further beam intercepting apertures in the analy-

ser are necessary. The first lens element (L5) behind the gas

cell reaccelerates the scattered electrons. The electrons are

then decelerated in several steps to the desired mean energy

in the selector. The reason for this, at first sight circuit-

ous, procedure is that a variation of the analysing energy

(e.g. when registrating a scattered or ejected-electron spec-

trum) should leave the transmission and resolution of the ana-

lyser unaltered. Therefore this variation should then preferen-

tially be performed in a strongly accelerating two-cylinder

lens, the optical properties of which do not vary too much,
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when the voltage of one of the cylinders is varied.

Apart from changing the energy, the electron optics be-

tween the gas cell and the selector entrance should minimise

the angular divergence a and the width W of the beam entering

the selector, and thus optimise its energy resolution. There is

however a lower limit on the width AE of the transmission peak.

This can be understood from the Helmholtz-Lagrange law. Thi-5

law states that, when an object of size rj at a potential Vj

is projected on ah image of size r2 at a potential V2, the an-

gular divergences of the rays are related as:

iai = MV2<X2 (3.1)

where M(= r 2 / r j ) i s t h e l i n e a r m a g n i f i c a t i o n and <*if2 a r e t h e
p e n c i l ang le s as shown in f i g . 3 . Suppose t h a t t h e image of D6

Figure 3. Schematical drawing to clarify the Helmholtz-Lagrange
law. Electrons emerging from an object with size rj and at a
potential Vj are focussed by an electrostatic field to form an
image with size r2 and at a potential V2. The pencil angles of
the beam are indicated by a j ^ .

(with radius r ! ) is the vi r tual entrance s l i t for the selector,
whereas the divergence 02 of rays emerging from D6 i s determi-
ned by D7. Substituting eq. (3.1) in eq. (2.1) gives then:

AE

E R

where E_ is the energy of the electrons emerging from the

G o
+ — oi2

EM2
(3.2)
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interaction region and E the mean energy of the electrons in the

energy selector. In deriving eg. (3.2) it has been assumed that

the divergence angle of the beam entering the selector is equal

to the pencil angle. This can be achieved by imaging the angu-

lar stop D7 in infinity; this is readily done by adjusting the

voltages on L7, Lg and L9, which act as a field lens. From eq.

(3.2) it can be seen that, at a certain value of the mean ener-

gy E, AE (as a function of M) has a minimum for a particular

total magnification. Therefore diminishing AE is, for fixed di-

mensions of the selector and apertures, only possible by lowe-

ring the mean energy E. There is however a lower bound on E,

given by the situation where the electron beam completely fills

the gap between the half-spheres.

The exit slit of the analyser energy-selector is again vir-

tual and is formed by an image of the diaphragm D8. Electrons

emerging from the selector are accelerated and focussed on the

cathode of an electron multiplier (M). The output pulses of

the multiplier are stored in a multichannel analyser which pro-

duces a sweep voltage varying proportionally with the address

advance. At various places in the electron spectrometer sets of

deflection electrodes are placed to correct for minor misalign-

ments of the electron beam.

The whole apparatus is placed in a stainless steel vacuum

tank, which is pumped by a turbomolecular high vacuum pump. The

background pressure is about 10~7 torr. The influence of the

earth magnetic field on the electron orbits is minimised by

shielding the apparatus with a high-permeability metal shield

and by compensating Helmholtz coils. The apparatus with sur-

rounding vacuum tank is constantly heated at 100 C. This ap-

pears to be essential for its long term stability.
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4. Practical operation of the electron spectrometer

4.1 Choice of the lenselement voltages

In principle all voltages on the lenselements can be found

theoretically by applying the ideas of geometrical electron op-

tics. The desired strenghts of the lenses can be derived from

the considerations given in the previous section. The data for

the two- and three-element lenses, which have been tabulated by

Harting and Read (1976), then allow the determination of the

voltages from the optical properties. In practice however we

found the proper voltage settings by trial and error.

For the monochromator part the empirical voltage settings

differed considerably from those which were calculated theore-

tically. Even the voltages on the field correcting elements Ha
and H2 (see fig. 2) had to be chosen definitely higher than the

mean voltage between the half-spheres of the energy selector.

Without doubt space charge effects are responsible for these

discrepancies. For the analyser part, where the electron cur-

rents are lower, the agreement is better. This is illustrated

in fig. 4, which shows the rectilinear asymptotes to electron

orbits which were calculated for voltages found empirically

and using the data of Harting and Read (1976). The value of

our calculated orbits is however limited because in some cases

the beam appears to occupy a considerable fraction of a cy-

linder lens diameter. It is known that in such cases lens abbe-

rations are large.

4.2 Modes of operation

Let Eo be the energy of the incident electrons in the interac-

tion region and E R the transmission energy of the analyser. The

difference between these two quantities is then defined as the

energy loss Ej.:

EL = E 0 - E R (4.1)

By keeping one of the variables in eq. (4.1) constant, two inde-
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3A-8 1030 166-0
76-0 1010

Figure 4. A part of fig. 2, including the input electron optics
of the analyser energy selector, is shown again. The diameter
of the lens elements is shown enlarged by a factor of 5; the
deflection electrodes have been left out for clarity. The elec-
trons enter the optical system through two apertures D6 and D7.
The figure shows rectilinear asymptotes to electron orbits
which were calculated using the indicated voltages on the lens
elements.

pendent modes of operation of the electron spectrometer can be

distinguished. In the first mode of operation the incident-

electron energy is kept constant and a spectrum of scattered

(or ejected) electrons is registrated by varying the energy

loss. Obviously, when the incident energy is chosen below the

first ionisation threshold of the atom, only electrons are re-

gistrated for discrete values of the energy loss; i .e . at zero

energy loss (elastic scattering) or at values corresponding to

the energies of the excited atomic states. In practice the de-

tection of electrons, which have lost an amount of energy E_,

is realised by raising the analyser part (including lens ele-

ment L5, see fig. 2) in voltage by an amount EL/e, where e is the

electron charge. Fig. 5 shows an energy-loss spectrum of helium

which was taken at a scattering angle of 22° and an incident

energy of 60 eV. The width of the n = 2 peaks (see figure 5),
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Figure 5. Energy-loss spectrum of electrons scattered from he-

lium atoms. The incident electron energy is 60 eV. The spectros-

copic identification of the peaks is shown in the figure; for

large principal quantum numbers the levels are partly unresol-

ved. At the right the ionisation continuum is observed, the

ionisation threshold is marked by IP. The scattering angle was

set at 22°.



which is about 0.07 eV, is entirely due to the combined energy

resolution of the monochromator and analyser. The background

in the spectrum is due to stray electrons.

In the second mode of operation the energy loss is fixed

whereas the incident electron energy is varied. Such a measure-

ment can be realised by varying the voltage on the gas cell.

When the energy loss corresponds to the energy of an excited

state, the resulting spectrum shows the variation of the diffe-

rential excitation cross section of that state with incident

energy. In fig. 6 part of an excitation function of the

He*(ls2p)3P state is shown; the scattering angle was 54°. Two

sharp structures occur in the spectrum at 57.22 and 58.30 eV

which can be associated with the (2s22p)2P and the (2s2p2)2D

negative-ion resonances, respectively. It is remarkable that

the excitation function exhibits a step like increase in the

background cross section across the resonances; as yet no

explanation for this effect has been found.

In a third mode of operation the residual enerrgy E R of

electrons entering the analyser is kept constant. In principle

such a measurement can of course be constructed from a series

of energy-loss spectra registrated at different incident ener-

gies. To circumvent problems with the normalisation of electron

yields, it is however advantageous to registrate a constant E^

spectrum directly. The latter mode of operation of the electron

spectrometer is in particular interesting when studying the ef-

fects of post-collision interaction. We will come back to this

point in detail in the chapters IV and V of this thesis.

As the incident-electron energy is not only determined by

the voltage difference between the cathode and the gas cell, but

also by the thermal velocity of the electrons emerging from the

cathode surface, space charge effects and differences in con-

tact potentials, the incident-energy scale needs to be calibra-

ted in one way or another. For incident-electron energies near

60 eV this calibration can readily be done using the accurately

known energy positions of the He~(2s22p)2P and the He~(2s2p2)2D

resonances (Hicks et al (1974)). The energy-loss scale can be

compared with the spectroscopically known energy positions of
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resonances. The scattering angle was set at 54°.



singly excited states. From eg. (4.1) it follows that calibra-

tion of Eo and E L also determines the energy scale for E R, al-

though the latter could be derived in an alternative way using

autoionisation electrons ejected from known autoionising states

in helium.

A typical spectrum such as shown in fig. 6 is obtained by

repeatedly scanning the incident energy in a certain energy

range until sufficient statistics has been reached. Slow vari-

ations in incident beam current and pressure are averaged out

in that way. Since the measuring time usually extends over

several hours or even days it is clear that such measurements

require a stable apparatus: slow drifts of the incident-energy

scale due to changing contact potentials would smear out the

sharp structures as are observed in the spectrum.
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Chapter IV

THE SEMICLASSICAL AND SHAKE-DOWN MODEL FOR

POST-COLLISION INTERACTION

Abstract - We have tested the consistency of the semiclassical

and the shake-down model for post-collision interaction with

measured ejected-electron spectra resulting from the (2s2)JS

and the (2s2p)3P autoionising states of He excited by elec-

trons. This was done by comparing spectra measured in two dif-

ferent modes of operation of the electron spectrometer with

corresponding model calculations. Although differences between

the calculated model spectra and the measurements are observed,

this consistency appears to be fairly good. It is shown that

for incident energies in the threshold region exact Coulomb

wavefunctions have to be used in the shake-down model. It is

proved that both models are essentially identical; differen-

ces arise from different approximations for the final-state

wavefunctions and the overlap integral in the models.

1. Introduction

In recent years much attention has been paid to the pheno-

menon of post-collision interaction (PCI). It concerns the

long-range Coulomb interaction between charged particles which

have been produced in a primary interaction. This situation

occurs for instance when an atom is excited to an autoionising

state by an electron having an energy of a few eV above the

threshold value. The subsequent ejection of an electron from

that state is then influenced by the presence of the slow scat-

tered electron. The Coulomb interaction between scattered and

ejected electrons gives rise to energy- and probably angular-
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momentum exchanges between these particles. The energy ex-

change causes shifts and broadening of the ejected-electron

peaks; in electron scattering this has been observed for the

first time by Hicks et al (1974). The amount of energy ex-

changed can be so large that the scattered electron ends up in

a bound state of the neutral atom. In that case the post-

collision interaction gives rise to structures in excitation

functions near the thresholds of autoionising states (Heidernan

et al, 1974; Smith et al, 1974). Effects of post-collision

interaction may also be observed at higher incident-electron

energies in experiments on inner-shell ionisation (Van der

Wiel et al, 1976).

The first attempt to describe the observed effects was

based on a classical model introduced by Barker and Berry

(1966) and modified by Nienhuis and Heideman (1975). A more

realistic description of PCI in terms of a sudden approxima-

tion has been given by King et al (1975). In view of its ana-

logy to the description of Auger processes the latter model is

called the "shake-down model". Morgenstern et al (1977) formu-

lated a semiclassical version of the original model of Barker

and Berry. In this semiclassical model not only an expression

for the absolute value of the probability for PCI leading to

a certain energy exchange but also an expression for its rela-

tive phase could be given. In that way the semiclassical mo-

del, contrary to its classical predecessor, can be applied to

situations where the interference between two or more pro-

cesses is possible.

Apart from these models, which will be further discussed

in this chapter, theory on PCI has been developed by Bottcher

and Schneider (1976) who used a description similar to the

theory of resonant electron-molecule scattering and by Nienhuis

and Heideman (1976), who applied the formalism of optical

potentials to the process leading to post-collision inter-

action.

The shake-down and the semiclassical model, which in fact

greatly simplify the interaction between the two outgoing

electrons, have been rather successful in describing the
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complex ejected-electron spectra influenced by post-collision

interaction. It was shown that interferences between the post-

collision and direct probability amplitudes were essential for

the understanding of the complex ejected-electron spectra in-

fluenced by PCI. The application of these models however re-

quires a rather large set of parameters which have to be deter-

mined by fitting the calculated model spectrum to the measure-

ments. The aim of this chapter is to provide a further test of

these models by imposing restrictions on the choice of the pa-

rameters for different modes of operation of an electron spec-

trometer. In the next section we will give a brief description

of the shake-down and the semiclassical model and show that

both models are quite similar. This similarity, which has

already been stated by Niehaus (1977) will be worked out expli-

citly in the appendix. In the third section the models will be

compared with measured ejected-electron spectra.

2. The shake-down and the semi alassieal model

In the shake-down model the autoionisation is viewed as

an instantaneous change in the charge of the atom. The proba-

bility amplitude for the scattered electron to end up in a

bound or continuum state in the Coulomb field of the ion is

taken proportional to the overlap of the initial and final

state wavefunction:

j dr r) ifi*^, r) (2.1)

where k^ is the wavevector of the scattered electron in the

initial state ty. immediately after the excitation of the auto-

ionising state and k^ the wavevector of the scattered electron

in the final state ty~. For \|i. a plane wave state is taken and

(in case of a final continuum state) i/if is described by an

asymptotic Coulomb wavefunction (which is only correct for

large values of kfr). Because of the finite width r of the

autoionising state ki is given by:
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(2.2)

with 4 kg = E o - E . in atomic units; E o is the incident-elec-

tron energy and E . is the energy of the autoionising state.

For k^/r >> 1 <|). can be approximated by:

2Tk° (2.3)

where x = 1/r. Comparisons of the shake-down model with measu-

red ejected-electron spectra have been performed by Read (1977).

At first sight the semiclassical model seems to have been

set up upon a quite different basis. In this model the decay of

the autoionising state is described in the time dependent po-

tential caused by the slowly receding scattered electron. The

time dependent wavefunction of the scattering system is then

given by:

•Mr, t) = i|i(r , t) . <j>(r , t) (2.4)
-at - e s

where iji describes the atom and <j> the scattered electron. The

initial state consists of the doubly excited atom and the scat-

tered electron, the time dependence of the initial state atomic

wavefunction is given by:

0) (2.5)

The final state is formed by the residual ion, the ejected elec-

tron and the receding scattered electron. The time dependence

of the atomic wavefunction (ion and ejected electron) is now

described by:

-i(IP + E .)t + i E (t')dt'

E (t) is the time dependent Coulomb energy of the final state

caused by the slowly moving scattered electron. At incident-

electron energies a few eV above the threshold of the autoioni-
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sing state the relative change in velocity of the scattered

electron is small and the difference between q>. and <j>, is ne-

glected. The probability for the transition from initial to fi-

nal state caused by the action of an autoionisation operator

V . is then approximated by first-order perturbation theory:

t'
q(EOr E .) = - i / dt <*«,(£=«-' ">|exp{- i(IP + E )(f - t) + i / E (t")dt"}

X V . (t) exp{- i(E . s- )t} Ui. (r . , 0)> (2.7)
ai ai 2 ' 1 —at

The remaining integral over t is eventually approximated by the

stationary-phase method.

This formulation of the semiclassical model was published

by Morgenstern et al (19 76). For lower incident energies the

change of the scattered electron wavefunction was explicitly

taken into account. Since the total energy is conserved eq.

(2.7) now transforms into

dt <*̂ <r , °0 \l/^(r , °>) |v . (t) I *. (r ., 0) A. (r , 0) > (2.8)yf e s ''f -at ' ax • 1 -at 1 e.,

0

(Niehaus, 1977). The spatial coordinate of the scattered elec-

tron is assumed to depend on time as r Q (t) = v.t where v. is
s

the velocity of the scattered electron in the initial state.

The spatial part of the scattered-electron wavefunction in the

final state is approximated by a WKB wavefunction:
r e

<f>f(re ) = exp(i I v f ( r ' ) d r ' ) (2.9)
0

In the initial state it is identical to the initial state wave-

function of the shake-down model (2.3). The integral over time

is again approximated by the stationary-phase method. Compari-

son of the resulting semiclassical formula with measured ejec-

ted electron spectra has been published by Morgenstern et al

(1977) and by Baxter et al (1979).

Equation (2.8) actually represents an overlap integral for

scattered-electron wavefunctions in the initial and final state.

It may thus be concluded that the semiclassical model is
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identical to the shake-down model; the models only differ as to

the choice of the final-state wavefunction and as to the approxi-

mation of the overlap integral. In the appendix we will show

that the transition amplitudes q as calculated by each of the

models are identical apart from a numerical factor /2.

Regarding eq. (2.8) the following remark can be made. As

the spatial coordinate of the scattered electron is assumed to

depend on time the overlap integral in (2.8) is an integral

over the time variable. It is however curious that the prescrip-

tion r (t) = v^t suggests that the scattered electron may be

viewed as a localised classical particle, while it is descri-

bed by a WKB wavefunction. This ambiguity and the choice of

the trajectory which leads to E (t) in eq. (2.6) will be fur-

ther discussed in the appendix.

Considering the case of helium, the shake-down and the se-

miclassical model describe the PCI part of the following pro-

cesses:

He* + e.
** + / 3

e + He->He +e -+ He +e +e. (PCI) (2.10)

3\s+ + es + e.

(E ) (IP) (E ) (E .)
o sc e]

Ionisation or excitation to a bound state of the He atom via

post-collision interaction may of course interfere with the

direct ionisation or excitation of the atom. When adjacent

autoionising states are involved it may also be possible that

ionisation or excitation via PCI from the different states can

not be distinguished. In that case one has to allow for inter-

ference between PCI amplitudes corresponding to the different

autoionising states. The cross section for autoionisation or

excitation can the., be written as:

a=|b + ae S q + a e p q |2 + |B|2 (2.11)

in the case of interfering contributions of the autoionising

states indexed by s and p and as:
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in the case of non-interfering contributions. In these expres-
sions the q are given by the shake-down or the semiclassical

s ,p
model and depend in general on the energies of scattered and

ejected electrons; as and xs p
 a*"e amplitudes and phases for

electron production of the autoionising states, bg are ampli-

tudes for the direct ionisation or excitation process and |B|2

refers to the contribution of a non-interfering background am-

plitude. In this paper we will only consider the (2s2)*S state

at 57.82 eV and the (2s2p)3P state at 58.30 eV; the index s

refers to the first state and p to the second.
The numbers a , x » b and B have to be determineds#p s,p s ,p

by fitting the calculated model spectrum to a measured ejected-

electron spectrum. As can be seen from (2.11) and (2.12) the

number of independent fitting parameters is rather large (it

amounts to 7 in the case of (2.12)). Without doubt the good

quality of the fits as have been obtained by Morgenstern et al

(1977), Read (1977) and Baxter et al (1979) is partly explained

by this large number of fitting parameters. In this chapter

we will study the consistency of the parameters determined in

the above way by exploiting the different modes of operation

of an electron spectrometer. By consistency we mean the follo-

wing: when it is assumed that the parameters are approximate-

ly constant over energy intervals of, say, two eV, their

values should not depend upon the particular way of measuring

an ejected electron spectrum.

3. Experimental

The electron spectrometer used in the present work is of

a conventional type; it is essentially based on a design by

Kuyatt et al (196 7). Energy selection of the incident and scat-

tered electrons is achieved by a hemispherical monochromator

and identical analyser. Electrons are emitted from a directly

heated tungsten hairpin filament and focused on the entrance
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slit of the monochromator by cylindrical electrostatic lenses.

The monochromatised beam is then directed into the scattering

chamber which contains the helium gas. Scattered electrons

which pass the analyser are detected by an electron multiplier.

The scattering angle can be varied by rotating the monochroma-

tor part of the electron spectrometer. The pulses delivered by

the electron multiplier are accumulated and stored in a multi-

channel analyser operating in the multiscaling mode synchro-

nously with the sweep voltage.

For the present work the overall energy resolution was

70 meV, the incident electron current about 10~9A and the pres-

sure in the scattering chamber 2.10"2 torr. For all measure-

ments reported here the scattering angle was set at 6 = 22 .

The modes of operation of such an electron spectrometer

have already been discussed by Roy et al (1978). For clarity

however we like to reformulate their description. Let Eo be

the incident energy and E the transmission energy of the ana-

lyser then the energy loss is defined as

E L = E 0 - E c (3.1)

If the analyser part is raised in voltage by an amount E-/e

(e = electron charge), electrons of energy EQ - E L will be

transmitted by the analyser and detected. When ejected elec-

trons are detected, the energies involved in the autoionisation

process (2.10) lead to the following equality:

E
ej =

 Eo - EL
 (3-2>

with E L = IP + E s c.

The ejected-electron energy scale is thus calibrated by calibra-

ting the energy loss and the incident energy. The energy-loss

scale is compared with the spectroscopically known energy posi-

tions of the bound states of the He atom whereas the incident

energy is calibrated on the accurately known positions of the

(2s22p)2P and the (2s2p2)2D He" resonances (Hicks et al, 1974).

By keeping one of the variables in eq. (3.2) constant three
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possible modes of operation of the electron .pectrometer are

suggested:

(i) Constant energy-loss measurements. In this case E L and

thus E are fixed while E . varies along with Eo.

(ii) Constant incident-energy measurements. Now Eo is fixed

while E L and thus E . and E are varied,

(iii) Constant ejected-energy measurements. In this case Eo

and E, vary while the ejected-electron energy E . is kept

constant.

As the ejected-electron spectra in most cases do not depend ve-

ry strongly on incident energy, spectra registrated in mode (i)

and (ii) are generally quite similar. When the post-collision

interaction is important however, the spectra do depend on E o,

especially at energies close to thfe thresholds of the autoio-

nising states, where the relative change in velocity of the

scattered electron is large. In this case the variation of the

spectra with incident energy is clearly shown in the third mode

of operation. Measurements of this type have been published

before by Wilden et al (1977) and by Baxter et al (1979). In

the present work the constant ejected energy mode which shows

so clearly the effect of post-collision interaction is exploi-

ted to test the shake-down and the semiclassical model.

4. Comparison of the shake-down and the semialassiaal model

with the measurements

It has been shown by Morgenstern et al (1977) , Read (1977)

and Baxter et al (1979) that measured ejected-electron spectra

can very well be reproduced with both models by an appropriate

choice of the parameters. Both models were applied to the same

set of ejected-electron spectra measured by Hicks et al

(1974) at Eo = 60.2 eV and at different angles of ejection. The

sets of parameters determined by using the different models were

however not in mutual agreement, not even those derived with

two versions (eq. (2.7) and eg. (2.8)) of the semiclassical mo-

del (Morgenstern 1976, 1977). Regarding the difference of pha-

ses xp ~ Xs for the (2s2p
2)3P and the (2s2)*S autoionising sta-
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tes these two versions should be equivalent in the case consi-

dered. By either choosing (2.11) or (2.12) and applying the

shake-down model to calculate the q _ Read (1977) tried to
s »P

conclude whether the coherence in the excitation of the (2s2p)3P

and the (2s2)1S autoionising states could be observed.

In section 2 it has already been noted that the fitting

parameters in the models for post-collision interaction refer

to the electron production probabilities of the autoionising

states and to the ionisation probabilities for the direct pro-

cesses. In the present work we assumed that these parameters,

which generally depend on incident and ejected-electron ener-

gies are constant over energy intervals of about 2 eV, corres-

ponding to a particular measured ejected-electron spectrum.

This has the important consequence that the parameters derived

from the different spectra, measured in the different operating

modes of the electron spectrometer, should be the same when the

relevant energy variables lie in the same intervals for the

different modes. Thus, once parameters have been found by fit-

ting the formula given by one of the models to a spectrum mea-

sured in, say, the constant energy-loss mode, the model spectra

corresponding to other modes should be calculated with the same

set of parameters. The resulting theoretical spectra can then be

compared with measured spectra. This procedure would provide

a check on the consistency of the parameters found. It is in-

teresting to reproduce in this way the spectra registrated in the

constant ejected-electron energy mode because these measure-

ments should clearly reflect the effect of post-collision in-

teraction.

We performed a series of measurements with the electron

spectrometer running in different modes. The parameters for

both shake-down and semiclassical model were determined by

fitting the calculated spectra to a measured constant energy-

loss spectrum. The residual energy of the scattered electron

was chosen to be 0.50 eV. The fit was achieved by means of a

least squares method, the expressions for the cross section as

given by both models were independently convoluted with the

apparatus function of both monochromator and analyser. For the
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Figure 1. Ejected-electron spectrum of helium obtained at an

ejection angle of 22°. The scattered-electron energy is fixed

at 0.5 eV. The full curve shows a fit of the semiclassical

formula to the measurement, the broken curve represents a fit

of the shake-down model.
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monochromator and analyser an instrumental width of 0.07 eV

FWHM was taken. For both semiclassical and shake-down model we

assumed complete interference between the (2s2) :S and the

(2s2p)3P autoionising states. I t should be noted, however, that

our conclusions are probably independent of this assumption be-

cause the (2s2) ]S cross section appears to be relatively small

at the angle and energies considered. The results are shown in

fig. 1. I t may be concluded that both models are well able to

reproduce the measured spectrum; the parameters found are ta-

bulated in table 1. With this set of parameters some model

spectra corresponding to the constant ejected-energy mode were

calculated and compared with the measurements; the results are

shown in fig. 2. This figure shows that the form of the oscilla-

tions as observed in the measurements is fairly well reproduced

by the semiclassical model. Quantitative discrepancies are

however evident especially for ejected-electron energies close

to the nominal value (33.7 eV) for the (2s2p)3P state. The cal-

culated spectrum for E . = 3 3.92 eV seems to be shifted towards

Table 1. Parameters determined by f i t s of various formulae t o

the spectrum of f i g . 1; (1 ) ; s e m i c l a s s i c a l model according to

Morgenstern e t a l (1977), (2 ) : shake-down model according to

Read (1977) and ( 3 ) : shake-down model us ing exact Coulomb

wavefunctions. The a s parameters of (2) and (3) were mul t i -

p l i e d by 2^ (see t e x t ) .

(1)

(2)

(3)

B

236

238

238

76

76

77

b

. 9

. 9

. 3

a

0 .

0 .

0 .

ls

4

2

6

c

4 .

4 .

4 .

1P

2

1

0

- 0 . 4 2

0.00

0.00

X

0

0

0

p "

. 1 5

. 5 2

.74
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Figure 2. Ejected-electron spectra measured in the constant ejected-electron

energy mode of the electron spectrometer. The angle of ejection was 22° and

the ejected-electron energies are 34.13, 33.92 and 33.80 eV for curves A, B

and C respectively. At the left side energy-loss peaks due to the n = 7 bound

state of the neutral helium atom can oe seen. The arrows mark the ionisation

threshold. Full curves represent the semiclassical formula, broken curves the

shake-down formula, both were calculated with parameters given in table 1

which were obtained from the fits drawn in figure 1.
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higher incident energies and at E . = 33.80 eV the model also

predicts a significantly larger amplitude for the oscillations.

These discrepancies are, however, not observed in the fit to

the spectrum of fig. 1, which was used to derive the parameters.

The shift of the calculated spectra may partly be due to the un-

certainty in the ejected energy (which is estimated to be

+ 20 meV); the influence of the uncertainty in the parameters,

as derived from fig. 1, appears to be small. A better fit to

the second spectrum of fig. 2 could indeed be achieved by cal-

culating the model with E . = 33.95 eV. The influence of the

analyser apparatus function was checked by recalculating the

spectra using a gaussian distribution with 0.1 eV FWHM. The

results did not differ significantly from the model spectra

presented here.

The shake-down formula, as proposed by Read (1977) shows

discrepancies with the measurements even at relatively large

ejected-electron energies. The calculated model spectrum for

E . = 34.13 eV predicts oscillations which are not observed in

the measurement. It is remarkable that this disagreement does

not show up in the constant energy-loss mode in fig. l. The dis-

crepancies can partly be explained by the use of asymptotic

Coulomb wavefunctions in the original formulation (Read, 1977).

As has been stated in section 2 this choice can not be justified

for low values of the scattered electron energy. We therefore

recalculated the shake-down results with exact Coulomb wave-

functions. The integrations now had to be carried out numerically

and special care was given to the oscillating tail of the inte-

grand. The routine for calculating the Coulomb wavefunction has

been taken from Barnett et al (1974). We again derived parameters

by fitting the result to the measured spectrum of fig. 1; the

parameters are also summarised in table 1. As can be seen from

fig. 3 the calculated model spectrum for E . = 33.92 eV is now

in reasonable agreement with the measurement.

It may thus be concluded that it is not always possible

to explain the structures observed in the different spectra

consistently with one set of energy independent parameters.

This is understandable when for example a resonance is pre-

sent which causes the cross section for excitation of the
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Figure 3. The second spectrum (B) of figure 2 (E
ej

33.92 eV,

9ej " 22 ) is shown again. The broken curve now represents the

shake-down formula calculated with exact Coulomb wavefunctions.

The parameters used were derived from a fit to the spectrum

•hovm in figure 1, their values are listed in table 1.
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autoionising state to vary rapidly with incident energy. On

the other hand however excellent fits to a constant energy-

loss spectrum (where the incident energy is varied) could be

obtained with energy independent parameters. This finding de-

monstrates that physical effects which either have not been

taken into account at all or not adequately may still be

accounted for by a special choice of parameters, which then,

of course, loose their physical meaning given to them within

the models.

As has been stated in section 2, and explicitly proved

in the Appendix, the shake-down and the semiclassical model

are in fact identical. Both models express the PCI transition

amplitude as an overlap of two wavefunctions. The only diffe-

rence between them is the choice for the final-state wave-

function and the way of approximating the overlap integral.

Both models should thus be compared to the formulation with

exact Coulomb wavefunctions as calculated by us. This can be

done by comparing the derived sets of parameters in table 1

where a numerical factor 2 multiplying the a_ _ of the shake-
s,p

down model (see Appendix) has been taken into account. It can

be seen that the difference between the x parameters derived

for the semiclassical model and those derived for the 'exact'

shake-down model is relatively large. This may be partly ex-

plained by the fact that the overlap integration in the semi-

classical model starts at a certain distance (1 a.u.) while

in the other models the integration starts at the origin. The

use of WKB wavefunctions, together with the stationary-phase

approximation for the integral causes the result to be conti-

nuous through the ionisation threshold, which indeed is to be

expected and observed in the constant ejected-electron energy

measurements (see fig. 2).

5. Conclusion

In this chapter the consistency of the shake-down and

the semiclassical model for post-collision interaction with

the measurements was studied. It was found that good fits to
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measured ejected-electron spectra do not always mean that the mo-

dels account well for all physical aspects of post-collision

interaction. It was also shown that the shake-down formula as

derived by Read (1977) and the semiclassical formula, as given

by Morgenstern et al (1977) are (partly by accident (see Appen-

dix)) rigourously equivalent. Differences in derived parameters

by fitting these models to measured spectra could be explained

by the different approximations to the wavefunctions in both

models.

It is still remarkable that the simple "shake-down" approxi-

mation of the complicated post-collision mechanism provides

a fairly good (albeit qualitative) reproduction of ejected-

electron spectra, which have been measured in different ope-

rating modes of the electron spectrometer.

From optical-excitation function measurements of Heideman

(1980) it can be concluded that post-collision interaction

gives rise to angular-momentum exchanges between scatter-

ed and ejected electrons. The "shake-down" approximation how-

ever does not account for angular-momentum exchanges because

the angular momenta of the scattered electron in the initial

and final state have to be equal to give a non-zero result for

the overlap integral. In the next chapter we will show that

under certain circumstances angular-momentum exchanges may also

be observed in ejected-electron measurements. In that case

it appears that a sudden approximation, as provided by the

shake-down and semiclassical model, fails to even qualitati-

vely explain the measured spectra.
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Appendix

In this appendix we will discuss the trajectory of the

scattered electron which determines the time dependent Coulomb

energy E (t) in the semiclassical model. We finally will show

that the semiclassical and the shake-down model are identical

and we will compare the transition amplitudes q as calculated

by both models.

In the semiclassical model the time evolution of the

atomic wavefunction in the final state is given by:

t

-i(IP + E .)t + i E It1) dt'

•f <^f fc> = e e3 0 *£ (^at' °>

where Ec(t) = (re (t) + 6)"
1 is the Coulomb energy of the scat-

tered electron in the field of the residual ion. The interac-

tion between the scattered and the ejected electron is omitted

just as in the shake-down model. At higher incident-electron

energies the relative change in velocity of the scattered elec-

tron may be neglected and r (t) is given by the unperturbed
es

trajectory of the scattered-electron:

where v. is the velocity of the scattered electron. For lower

incident-electron energies the influence of the Coulomb field

of the ion on the scattered-electron velocity has to be taken

into account. As has been found by us this can not be done by

assuming a trajectory re (t) in the Coulomb field of the ion:
s

dr

e s

With the resulting formula it was impossible to reproduce any

ejected-electron spectrum.

A more consistent approach would be a sudden approximation

for the transition of the scattered electron which is actually
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formulated by eq. (2.8) when the integration over rp is per-

formed directly. The transition amplitude q as calculated by

the semiclassical model can then be written as:
00

q = ! I exp(- •£— + ik0r) <t>*(r) dr (Al)

(21rtk0)
i J ^ T k°

where k0 = (2Ei)*, Ei = Eo - E . and E is the final scattered

electron energy; $f(x) is given by a WKE wavefunction:
r

exp(i|2*(E + (r1 + 8)"1)* dr')

[2{E + (r + 6)"1)]*

The integral in (Al) is approximated by the stationary-phase

method. The resulting expressions can be compared with the

formulation of the shake-down formula of Read (1977); there:
00

q1 = r exp(- -r^— + ikor) $*(r) dr (A2)

where $f is approximated by an asymptotic Coulomb-wavefunction.

Thus q' = q/V2. The extra factor k * in (A2) where k = (2 E )*

arises because we have to calculate q' as a function of energy.

The shake-down model and the semiclassical model are thus iden-

tical. It is just by accident that this identity also includes

the factor (itxkQ) •
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Chapter V

THE EFFECT OF RESONANCES AND ANGULAR-MOMENTUM EXCHANGES IN

POST-COLLISION INTERACTION

Abstract - The mechanism of electron correlation during the

post-collision interaction following the electron impact exci-

tation and decay of autoionising states is discussed. It is

suggested that the correlation mechanism in some cases results

in an exchange of orbital angular momentum between the scatter-

ed and the ejected electron. Experimental results on helium

showing the decay of the (2s2p2)2D He" resonance to the (2s2)*S

autoionising state are presented. It is pointed out that the

observation of this resonance in the excitation of the (2s2)1S

state provides evidence for angular-momentum exchanges between

the outgoing electrons.

1. Intvoduation

If an autoionising atomic state is excited near its thres-

hold by electron impact, the subsequent autoionisation process

is influenced by the slow scattered electron. As a result of

the long-range Coulomb forces the scattered and ejected elec-

trons may interact up to large distances from the ionic core.

This correlation effect is now generally known as post-collision

interaction (PCI). For extensive references on various PCI

effects we refer to review papers by Read (1975), Niehaus (1977)

and Heideman (1980).

The post-collision interaction causes the scattered and

ejected electron to exchange energy and probably also angular

momentum, which results in broadening and shift to higher ener-

gies of the peaks in an ejected-electron spectrum. For electron

impact this effect was demonstrated for the first time by Hicks
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et al (1974). As the excitation and subsequent decay of the

autoionising state can not be distinguished from the direct

ionisation process, the resulting ejected-electron spectra are

influenced by interference effects. The interference patterns

in some cases are complicated by interferences between elec-

trons ejected from two adjacent autoionising states. The elec-

trons emitted by different states may appear with the same

energy due to the post-collisional energy exchange.

When the energy exchange between scattered and ejected

electron is large enough, the scattered electron may be cap-

tured in an excited state of the neutral atom. This indirect

excitation mechanism may give rise to structures in the exci-

tation functions of singly excited states at incident energies

just above the thresholds of autoionising states (Heideman et

al (1974), Smith et al (1974)).

A simple classical argument as given by van Ittersum et al

(1976) predicts that the amount of angular momentum exchanged

between both electrons during PCI is small. The reason would be

that the interaction time, as determined by the velocity of the

ejected electron, is rather short. For an ejected-electron

energy of about 30 eV the amount of angular momentum exchanged

was estimated to be of the order of 1 atomic unit.

The notion of the short duration of the post-collision

interaction has suggested a theoretical description of the

process in terms of a sudden approximation. In this approxima-

tion the PCI is viewed as an instantaneous change in charge of

the electron emitting atom. The probability for the scattered

electron to end up in a bound or continuum state in the field

of the residual ion is then taken proportional to the overlap

of the scattered- (or captured-) electron wavefunction in the

initial and final state. The shake-down model by King et al

(1975), which was applied to ejected-electron spectra by Read

(1977), and the semiclassical model by Morgenstern et al (1977)

are different formulations of the sudden approximation. A

detailed study of the sudden approximation for PCI has been

performed in chapter IV of this thesis. As the above models for

PCI do not account for the Coulomb interaction between the
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scattered and the ejected electron, the angular momenta of

these particles are assumed to be unaltered during PCI. It

is, however, questionable whether this assumption is always

valid. Moreover, some experimental evidence for angular-momen-

tum exchanges during post-collision interaction has been pre-

sented by van Ittersum et al (1976) and by Heideman (1980).

Another effect which may influence the appearance of

post-collision interaction in ejected-electron spectra is the

possible resonant excitation of the autoionising state. In

the case of helium several resonances are present in the auto-

ionisation region and it is known that they affect significant-

ly the excitation of singly excited states. We expect that

these resonances also affect the excitation of the doubly

excited states.

The role played by resonances in the PCI process has been

discussed by Nesbet (1976). He suggested that the electron

impact excitation of autoionising states near their thresholds

would mainly proceed via negative-ion resonances. Experimental

evidence for the decay of resonances to autoionising states in

He has been reported for the first time by Spence (19 75). By

studying PCI structures in excitation functions of bound states

of He and calculating their strengths as a function of the

principal quantum number n, Roy et al (1978) concluded that the

excitation of the (2s2p)3P autoionising state was influenced by

the He"(2s2p2)2D state. Baxter et al (1979) have reported

excitation measurements on the He**(2s2p)3P autoionising state

which revealed structure due to the decay of the (2s3p2)2D

resonance. Evidence for resonances in the excitation of the

He**(2p2)3P doubly excited state was reported by Westerveld

et al (1979). Due to its parity unfavoured character this state

predominantly decays by photon emission. The optical excitation

function of this state showed resonance structures which could

be ascribed to members of the (2S3S.3!!,1) configuration.

In the next section we will discuss the influence of

resonances on the excitation of autoionising states. In particu-

lar we will consider the relation between the occurrence of

resonances and angular-momentum exchanges between the escaping
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electrons in the PCI process. In section four we will present

experimental evidence for the decay of a particular resonance

in the autoionisation channel and relate the observation of

this resonance to the occurrence of angular-momentum exchanges

between the scattered and the ejected electron.

2. Decay of resonances in the autoionisation channel

2.1 The effect on the cross sections for excitation of doubly

excited states

When studying ejected-electron spectra it is surprising

that the effects of PCI are so clearly visible at incident-

electron energies within a few tenths of an eV from the thres-

holds. It suggests that the excitation cross sections of the

relevant autoionising states near threshold are enhanced by

the presence of resonances. In the case of helium we expect

the most important resonances in the autoionisation region to

be those with all three electrons in the n = 2 shell. A

summary of the energies and widths of these resonances and

autoionising states is given in table 1.

Table 1. Energies and widths of autoionising states and nega-

tive ion resonances in helium.

He**(2s2)IS

(2s2p)3P

He~(2sz2p)2P

(2s2p2)2D

(2s2p2)2S

(2P3)
2P

Energy (eV)

57.82a

58.30a

57.22a

58.30a

59.32°

59.4d

60.43°

Width (eV)

0.138a

< 0.015a

0.09b

0.05b

0.3c

0.3d

1°

a Hicks et al (1974), b Quemer et al (1971) corrected by a

factor of 2 (see Marchand (1972)), c Nesbet (1976) and
d Ormonde et al (1974).
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The (2s22p)2P resonance at 57.2 eV (Hicks et al (1974)) has

an energy position below the lowest lying autoionising state so

that this state can not decay to any of the autoionising states.

At 58.3 eV is located the narrow (2s2p2)2D resonance. It is

probable that this resonance affects the cross sections for

excitation of the (2s2)'S and (2s2p)3P states at 57.8 and 58.3

eV respectively. Close-coupling calculations on the excitation

of the 3P autoionising state by Kets and Heidenan (1977) in-

deed indicated that the cross section for this state may be

strongly influenced by the 2D resonance. This influence appeared

to depend upon the exact energy position of the resonance

which the authors used as a free parameter in their calcu-

lations. Ormonde et al (1974) and Nesbet (1976) have reported

calculations on two additional resonances with all three elec-

trons in the n = 2 shell: the (2s2p2)2S state at 59.3 eV and

the (2p3)2P state at 60.4 eV. As both resonances probably are

strongly coupled to the lower lying autoionising states, their

width is expectingly large (Nesbet estimates 0.3 and 1 eV

respectively).

When the excitation of an autoionising state predoirinantly

proceeds via a negative-ion resonance the angular momentum

of the scattered electron will be determined by the configu-

ration of the resonance involved. For example in the case of

the excitation of the (2s2)]S state via the (2s2p2)2D resonance

the scattered electron recedes in a partial wave with i = 2.

It will appear that such an angular-momentum selection mecha-

nism provides a means for studying angular-momentum exchanges

during the post-collision interaction.

2.2 Angular-momentum exchange following the decay of auto-

ionising states

As has been mentioned in the previous section the PCI

structures in ejected-electron spectra are mainly interference

structures. This means that the cross section o for the pro-

duction of ejected electrons with an energy E . may be written

as:
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a = |B|2 + |A + aeia|2 (2.1)

where ae l a refers to the contribution from the autoionising

state, A to the contribution from the interfering part of the

direct ionisation process and B to the non-interfering part.

The oscillatory part of the cross section is proportional to

the product of the electron production amplitude a for the

autoionising state and the interfering part A of the direct

ionisation amplitude. So if a << A (as one would expect) the

major contribution to the structure comes from the interference

term. To investigate the effect of a resonance on a PCI

spectrum let us consider for instance the following reaction:

(E0) (IP) (Esc) (Eej)

e + He •* He~(2s2p2)^D -• He**(2s2)1S + e -* He+ + e + e.
s s j

e + He — • — • — • • • • >• He + e g + e .

(2.2)

When measuring an ejected-electron spectrum we detect the

ejected electrons at a particular angle but do not obtain any

information about the scattered electrons, except of course

their energy value which is fixed by energy conservation. This

means that in our experiment we integrate over all angle

variables of the scattered electron. It follows from eq. (2.1)

that such an integration causes the interference term to vanish

unless the scattered electrons in the direct channel and those

in the PCI channel have the same orbital angular momentum

quantum numbers. This is immediately clear if the dependences

of A and aelct on the scattering angle are expanded in sphe-

rical harmonics Y m and an integration is performed over all

scattering angles. Due to the orthogonality of the Y m all

interference terms disappear except those with the same l and

m for the direct and the PCI contribution. Now consider the

situation sketched in eq. (2.2). The angular-momentum of the

scattered electron in the PCI channel is fixed by the decay of

the resonance; in the above case it is equal to two. In the

direct channel the angular momentum of the scattered electron
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most probably will be zero due to its low energy. Unless a

post-collisional angular-momentum exchange between the scattered

and the ejected electron changes the angular momentum of

the PCI-scattered electron from two to zero, no interference

will be observed. In our experiments a possible effect of the

(2s2p2)2D resonance on the interference structures of an ejected-

electron spectrum can thus only be observed if there is a

post-collisional angular-momentum exchange. As we expect larger

values of AJl to be associated with larger values of AE, the

angular-momentum exchange is probably more important for

ejected-electron energies shifted to higher values. As a result

we expect the effect of the resonance as observed in a

spectrum to be larger for ejected-electron energies farther

away from their nominal values.

3. Experimental

A description of the electron spectrometer and its modes

of operation has already been given in chapter III of this

thesis. For a better understanding of the measurements pre-

sented here we like to repeat part of that description. In the

electron spectrometer used for this work energy selection of

the incident and ejected electrons is achieved by means of a

hemispherical monochromator and identical analyser. The target

gas is contained in a gas cell with a pressure in the scatter-

ing region of 2.10"2 torr. Ejected electrons which pass the

analyser are detected by an electron multiplier. The scattering

angle can be varied by rotating the monochromator part of

the apparatus. The energy loss E L is defined as the difference

between the incident-electron energy and the energy transmitted

by the analyser. Conservation of energy in (2.2) leads to:

The ejected-electron energy scale is thus calibrated by cali-

brating the incident energy and the energy loss. The energy-

loss scale is compared with the spectroscopically known energy
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positions of the bound states of helium whereas the incident

energy is calibrated against the accurately known energies of

the (2s22p)2P and the (2s2p2)2D He" resonances.

By keeping either EL, Eg or E . in eq. (3.1) constant,

three modes of operation of the electron spectrometer are

possible. Resonances can be observed in spectra measured in

the two modes where the incident energy is varied. For near-

threshold values of the incident energy in the spectra of all

three modes structures may appear which are due to post-

collision interaction.

4. Results

In the figures 1 to 5 several ejected-electron spectra

measured at two different angles of ejection and in various

modes of operation of the electron spectrometer are presented.

Pig. 1 shows two ejected-electron spectra which were taken in

the constant ejected-electron energy mode and at an ejection

angle of 45°. The ejected-electron energy was chosen in such

way that only electrons ejected by the (2s2)lS state were

detected (in absence of PCI electrons from this state have an

energy of 33.2 eV). In the upper spectrum, where the ejected-

electron energy is 33.50 eV a narrow structure can be observed

just at the energy position of the 2D resonance. The curved

background must probably be ascribed to PCI. It is, however,

very unlikely that the narrow feature which is situated 0.5 eV

above the threshold of the (2s2)lS state is caused by PCI alone.

We have found that the semiclassical formula, as mentioned in

section 1, could not possibly be fitted to this structure.

There is no doubt that it is caused by the (2s2p2)2D resonance.

In the lower spectrum of this figure (E . = 33.38 eV) very

little or nothing at all can be observed near 58.30 eV. This

result can be understood by realising that probably only the

larger energy exchanges in the PCI process are accompanied by

significant orbital angular-momentum exchanges. Apparently in

the measurement of the lower spectrum the post-collisional

interaction between the scattered and ejected electron was
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Figure 1. Spectra of electrons ejected from the (2s2)'s state of

helium. The incident-electron energy was varied; the ejected-

electron energy was fixed at 33.50 eV in the upper spectrum

and at 33.38 eV in the lower spectrum. The detection angle o .

with respect to the incident beam was 45°. In both spectra the

vertical scales were normalised on the direct ionisation cross-

•ection and thus are comparable. The narrow peaks to the left

correspond to the excitation of the n « 7 singly excited states.
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insufficient to match the orbital angular momenta of the

directly and PCI-scattered electrons, so that the resonance is

unobserved.

The above interpretation is of course no longer valid if

the (2s2p2)2D resonance is also strongly coupled to the direct

ionisation channel. Quemgner et al (1971) and Hicks et al (1974)

have observed that the resonance indeed decays in the direct

ionisation channel. However, the fact that the occurrence of

the resonance in ejected-electron spectra of the type as shown

in fig. 1 depends so strongly on the ejected-electron energy

indicates that the resonance predominantly decays to the auto-

ionising states.

In the figures 2 till 4 results are shown which tend to

confirm the conclusions drawn from the first figure. These

figures, however, are more difficult to interprete individu-

ally. In fig. 2 ejected-electron spectra are shown measured in

the constant incident-energy mode. In the upper spectrum the

incident energy nearly coincides with the energy of the 2D

resonance whereas it is chosen somewhat higher in the lower

spectrum. It is clear that a change of about 80 meV in the in-

cident energy causes a drastic change in the appearance of the

spectrum.

In fig. 3 a series of constant energy-loss measurements

(ejection angle 45°) is shown. In this mode of operation the

ejected-electron energy varies along with the incident-electron

energy. As is shown by eq. (3.1) the difference between

the ejected-electron energy and the incident energy is equal

to the energy-loss chosen. As a consequence the position of the

(2s2p2)2D resonance on the ejected-electron energy scale depends

on the scattered-electron energy. This is shown in fig. 3 where

the arrows indicate the position of the 2D resonance. From this

figure it can be observed that the resonance effect is largest

in the spectrum with E g c = 0.02 eV. In the measurement of the

latter spectrum the resonantly scattered electrons from the

(2s2)*S state have lost nearly all of their energy in the post-

collision interaction. Apparently such an interaction is suf-

ficiently strong to cause the angular-momentum exchange needed
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Figure 2. Ejected-electron spectra measured at a fixed incident

energy of 58.29 eV in the upper spectrum and 58.37 eV in the

lower spectrum. The ejection angle is 45° and the vertical sca-

les are comparable. The peaks to the right are energy-loss

peaks due to the excitation of the n = 6 and n = 7 singly ex-

cited states. The drawn lines indicate the part of the spectra

due to electrons ejected from the (2s2)'S state only.
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Ejected electron energy(eV)

Figure 3. Yield of ejected electrons from the (2s2)'S and

(2s2p)3P states of helium. The incident energy was varied along

with the ejected-electron energy, the energy-loss and thus the

scattered-electron energy was fixed. Spectra are shown for

scattered-electron energies ranging from 0.02 eV to 0.51 eV.

The vertical scales are comparable. The angle of ejection was

45°. The arrows indicate the position of the (2s2p2)2D He re-

sonance on the ejected-electron energy scale (see text).
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for the observation of the resonance.

Constant energy-loss spectra measured at a smaller angle

of ejection (22°) are shown in fig. 4. The energy loss varies

from 25.1 to 24.6 eV. In the lowest spectrum the 2D resonance

position nearly coincides with the nominal ejected-electron

energy (33.2 eV) for the (2s2)1S state. As can be seen in that

spectrum a possible resonance effect is very small or absent.

The structure observed in the other four spectra in the energy

range 33.2 < E . < 33.7 eV (where the spectra are solely due to

the (2s2)lS state) we ascribe to the influence of the (2s2p2)2D

resonance.

The strong dependence of the resonance effect in fig. 1

on the ejected-electron energy was explained in terms of a

correlation between the amount of exchanged energy and the

amount of exchanged angular momentum. An alternative explana-

tion could be that at an incident energy of 58.3 eV only few

ejected electrons of 33.38 eV are present due to the post-

collision energy shift. The results shown in figs. 2 to 4,

however, tend to confirm the first explanation.

When the excitation of the (2s2)lS state indeed predomi-

nantly proceeds via the 2D resonance the angular distribution

of the scattered electrons should be highly non-isotropic. In

that case the Coulomb interaction between the scattered and

ejected electron is expected to depend upon the angle of

ejection. The present results do not allow firm conclusions

about such an angular dependence. Further experiments are

clearly needed.

Our conclusion that the post-collision interaction causes

an exchange of angular momentum between the outgoing electrons

depends of course on our previous assumption that the slow

scattered electron in the direct ionisation channel has zero

orbital-angular momentum. If there is a fair probability for

this electron to recede in waves with higher angular momenta,

one would expect this probability to increase with the scatter-

ed-electron energy, in which case the resonance would be more

readily observed at higher scattered- (smaller ejected-)

electron energies. This is in contrast with the present results,

where a resonance effect is observed even for near zero scatter-
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Figure 4. Ejected-eiectron spectra measured in the same mode of

operation as in fig. 3. The angle of ejection was 22°. The

arrows indicate the (2s2p2)2D He resonance. The drawn lines

indicate the part of the spectra due to electrons ejected from

the (2s2)'S state only.
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ed electron energies.

In the particular situation chosen in the above experi-

ments the resonance structure can be distinguished from struc-

tures which are purely due to PCI because the lifetime of the

resonance (̂  600 au) is larger than that of the autoionising

state (200 au). In general this is not the case. The (2s2p2)2S

and the (2p3)2P resonances for example have probably larger

widths than the lower lying (2s2)!S and (2s2p)3P autoionising

states. As a result these resonances do not give rise to such

sharp structures as shown in fig. 1. The decay of the 2D re-

sonance into the (2s2p)3P autoionising state is an example of

a situation where the lifetime of the resonance is not much

smaller than that of the autoionising state. This is illus-

trated in fig. 5 where a series of spectra measured at fixed

incident energies is shown. As can be seen the strength of

the feature due to the (2s2p)3P autoionising state increases

rapidly as the incident energy is increased by only a few

tenths of an eV above the dP threshold. Such a behaviour re-

flects the presence of a resonance.

5. Conclusion

We have discussed the role played by resonances and angu-

lar-momentum exchange in post-collision interaction and we

have presented experimental evidence for the occurrence of

such effects. Although the resonant excitation of an auto-

ionising state may in principle be accounted for by an appro-

priate choice of energy dependent parameters in the shake-down

or semiclassical model, angular-momentum exchange is not con-

tained in these models. Further theoretical and experimental

work, especially on the angular dependence of post-collision

interaction is clearly needed for a better understanding of

the effects discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 5. Excitation of the (2s2p)3P state of helium at 58.30 eV.

The ejected-electron spectra were taken in the constant in-

cident-electron energy mode. The incident energies vary from

58.33 eV in the upper spectrum to 58.64 eV in the lower spec-

trum. The angle of ejection was 22°. The vertical scales are

normalised on the direct ionisation cross-section. The peaks

to the right are due to the excitation of the n = 7 singly ex-

cited states.
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Chapter VI

A MODEL FOR POST-COLLISION INTERACTION BASED ON AN OPTICAL-

POTENTIAL DESCRIPTION

Abstract - An optical-potential description is used to study

the effects of post-collision interaction (PCI) following the

near threshold electron impact excitation of autoionising

states in helium. After some drastic but intuitively plausible

approximations to the exact expressions published by Nienhuis

and Heideman, a model is obtained which lends itself to prac-

tical calculations. Results have been obtained on: (i) angular-

momentum exchanges during PCI, (ii) angular distributions of

ejected electrons and (iii) lineshapes of PCI structures in

the excitation of Rydberg states. These results are in accor-

dance with the intuitive picture of the PCI mechanism and are

confirmed by the trend in the experimental observations.

1. Introduction

The possible occurrence of long-range correlation effects

in the exit channel of a collision process presents an inter-

esting phenomenon, which is, however, difficult to deal with

theoretically. Such effects occur for instance when an auto-

ionising state is formed by near-threshold electron impact.

After the decay of the autoionising state both the scattered

and the ejected electron recede in the Coulomb field of the

residual ion. Since the velocity of the scattered electron is

low, the particles may have sufficient time to exchange angular

momentum and energy to such an extent that the low-energy elec-

tron is eventually captured in a bound excited state of the

neutral atom. The study of these effects is appealing because
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a well defined intermediate situation (the autoionising state)

is created and the observed effect of the exchange of energy

and angular momentum is determined by the correlated motion in

the exit channel.

The theoretical descriptions of post-collision interaction

which have been proposed up till now are based upon the idea

that the PCI indeed can be separated from the initial excita-

tion and subsequent decay of the autoionising state. This was

illustrated formally by Nienhuis and Heideman (1976) who in-

cluded the excitation of the autoionising state in an optical

scattering potential. These authors showed that their exact

expressions could be reduced to a sudden approximation after

drastic but well defined approximations. The idea of the sudden

approximation is that the time of interaction between the fast

ejected and the slow scattered electron is so short that the

scattered electron makes a sudden transition from its initial

free state to its final bound or continuum state. The transi-

tion probability is then calculated by an overlap integral of

the initial and final state wavefunctions. The sudden approxi-

mation for PCI has been introduced by King et al (1975) as the

"shake down" model in analogy to the description of Auger pro-

cesses. An alternative version of the sudden approximation with

semiclassical wavefunctions for the scattered electron was in-

troduced by Morgenstern et al (1977) as the "semiclassical"

model. The energy dependence of the overlap integral indeed

reveals the oscillatory structures which are so characteristic

for the manifestation of PCI in ejected-electron spectra (see

fig. 4b). A detailed study of the shake-down and the semiclas-

sical model has been performed in chapter IV of this thesis.

As the angular momenta of the scattered electron in the

initial and final state have to be equal to give a non-zero

result for the overlap integral, the sudden approximation does

not account for an exchange of angular momentum during the

post-collision interaction. Experimental results by Heideman

(1980) and the results presented in the previous chapter of

this thesis indicate, however, that angular-momentum exchanges

of the order of 1 to 2 atomic units are fairly probable.
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In the present chapter the formal optical-potential des-

cription as formulated by Nienhuis and Heideman (19 76) will be

exploited to derive an approximate but plausible expression

which allows one to make a quantum-mechanical estimate of the

post-collisional angular-momentum exchange. We will restrict

ourselves to the situation where the scattered electron is

eventually captured in a (highly) excited state of the neutral

atom. In the next section the complexity of the exact expres-

sions will be reduced drastically by well defined approxi-

mations which correspond to intuitive ideas about the mecha-

nism of PCI. In section 3 the resulting expressions will be

expanded in partial waves and further approximations as to

the domain in configuration space, where PCI may be of impor-

tance, are made. After a discussion of the numerical methods

in section 4 and the evaluation of cross-section formulae in

section 5, results will be presented in the last section which

are compared with experiments.

2. Optical-potential description

The optical-potential description of post-collision inter-

action by Nienhuis and Heideman (1976) is a generalisation of

the standard theory of resonances by Feshbach (1958, 1962). The

generalisation consists of allowing explicitly for the presence

of the scattered electron in the coupling of the autoionising

state to the continuum. By defining appropriate projection

operators the PCI is formally separated in two distinct steps.

In the first step the autoionising state is excited by the in-

cident electron; in the second step the autoionising state

decays to the final state wich asymptotically consists of an

electron bound in an excited state of the atom and a free

electron. This situation corresponds to the following reaction:

e + He ->• He** + e •*• He* + e (2.1)

where the indices a and B refer to the fast ejected and the

slow scattered electron, respectively. In accordance with the
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idea that it is the slow electron which is eventually captured

we do not consider other arrangements of the electrons.

The T-matrix element which contains the effect of an

autoionising state |a> on the formation cf the final singly

excited state |f> may then be written as:

e % e V k̂ , aQ-|QHP|k.. 0P+>

(2.2)

This expression is equivalent to eq. (3.10) of Nienhuis and

Heideman (1976). The complete Hamiltonian H of the system can be

separated in a free Hamiltonian H for electron a and a helium

atom containing the other two electrons, and the interaction

V between a and the atom:
a

H = H + V ; a = 1, 2, 3. (2.3)
a a

The projection operator P in eq. (2.2) projects onto the sub-

space of states with at least one electron in the Is orbital,

which is spanned by the ground state of He and He and the

singly excited states of He. The complementary operator

Q = I - P projects onto the subspace of states with no elec-

tron in an Is orbital. So this subspace contains the doubly

excited states. The stationary scattering states |kA, 0
 +>

and [k , f > are eigenstates of the P- projected Hamiltonian

PHP; similarly |kg, a
Q~> is an eigenstate of QHQ.

From right to left eq. (2.2) displays the successive steps

of the PCI excitation process. First the atom is excited by

the incident electron (with wavevector k^) from the ground

state |0> to the autoionising state |a>; the scattered electron

recedes with wavevector k.. The coupling of the autoionising

state to the P-space gives rise to a finite width r, which is

expressed as an imaginary energy term in the propagator:

k2

[Ei - ^ + ^ ] - 1 , (2.4)

where E| is the excess energy of the incident electron above
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the threshold of the autoionising state. Finally the scatter-

ing state |kfi, a ># in which the scattered electron B leaves

the atom in the state |a>, decays to the scattering state in

which the fast electron with wavevector k leaves the atom in
—a

the singly excited state ]fg>-

According to our intuitive understanding of the post-

collision process the left-hand side matrixelement in eq. (2.2)

is the most interesting part of the equation; it contains the

interaction between the fast electron a and the slow electron

B, which eventually leads to capture of 6 in a bound state of

the atom. If we make the assumption that the decay of the auto-

ionising state occurs when the electron 6 is essentially free,

we may replace H in

aQ"> (2.5)

by the free Hamiltonian H . We further replace the stationary

scattering state |k_, a >, which is an eigenstate of QHQ by

the free state |ko, a>, which is an eigenstate of QH.Q, assum-
P P

ing that it is mainly the outgoing plane wave which is coupled

to the final state. This is in accordance with the picture that

the PCI takes place when the scattered electron is in the

asymptotic region of the outgoing wave.

We now explicitly introduce the interaction V =

= Ir - rD|~
1 between electron a and g in eq. (2.5). This can

a —p

be done by separating the total Hamiltonian as follows:
H = Ha6 + vaB (2.6)

where the "free" Hamilton H contains only the interactions

between a and the ionic core and 8 and the ionic core, but not

the interaction between a and 6. The Lippmann-Schwinger equa-

tion expresses the scattering state |k_a, f >, which is an

eigenstate of PHP, in terms of an eigenstate of PHa6P:

V
(2.7)
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In eq. (2.7) |[k~]> is a scattering state in which electron a

only interacts with the ionic core and not with electron B.

Substitution of eq. (2.7) in eq. (2.5) yields:

a> = <U;i. fglPHgQlk̂ , a> +

[E+ - PH0^]"1 PHgQlk̂ , a> (2.8)

The first term of this equation can be written as:

<fg|k^> <[lT]|PHBQ|a> (2.9)

Together with eq. (2.2) this term gives the contribution of the

sudden approximation; i.e. the overlap of <f [ and |k > multi-

plied by the excitation and decay probability of the autoio-

nising state. The decay probability of the autoionising state

is related to its width r by Fermi's Golden Rule:

r<ka) = 2ka|<[]T]|pHee|a>!2. (2 .10)

It is evident that the sudden approximation does not contain

any interaction between the ejected and the scattered electron.

The second term of eq. (2.8) explicitly contains the

Coulomb repulsion between electron a and B. The expansion of

the Ik , f > scattering state (in powers of the interaction
—a p

potential) generated by eq. (2.7) is truncated by replacing

|k_a, fg > on the right-hand side of eq. (2.7) by the asymp-

totic state jk , fg*- The propagator in the second term of

eq. (2.8) is evaluated by inserting the following approximate

closure of eigenstates of PH P:

p = / dk^ dkg | [ k ^ ] , [ ] T ] > < [ k ^ ] , [ i T j | . (2 .11)

This expression is approximate in that terms containing states,

with one of the two electrons or both being bound in the field

of the ion, are neglected. Whereas the influence of bound

states of the slow electron is accounted for (in zeroth order

of the interaction potential V „) in the shake-down term
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(eq. (2.9)), we expect that the influence of states with the

fast electron being bound is small. (The initial kinetic energy

of this fast electron is as large as 33 eV.) At this point we

thus explicitly make the plausible assumption that the post-

collision interaction mainly occurs via an intermediate step

in which both the scattered and the ejected electron are in a

continuum state in the field of the ion immediately after the

decay of the autoionising state. This corresponds to the fol-

lowing reaction:

e + He -*• He + eo •+ He + e. + e + He + e (2.12)
p p Of (x

Summarising, eq. (2.2) now reads:

k2

T - / dkg <ka, f^ lPHgOjkg, a> [Ej - - £ + ^ - F 1 <k^, aJQHPlk., 0P +>,(2.13)

w i t h :

where E- = E, + E, - IP is the energy in the intermediate state

with Ej. being the energy of the autoionising state and IP the

ionisation energy. We make a further approximation by assuming

that the |[k~ „ ]> and If > states in the field of the ion can
—a i p B

be described by simple continuum- and bound state Coulomb wave-

functions, neglecting the polarisation of the ionic core by

the scattered or the ejected electron.

The second term in eq. (2.14) contains the matrix element:

The adjoint of this matrix element is identical to the Coulomb

projected Born approximation for ionisation (Geltman (1971)).
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Apart from the boundary conditions on the wavefunctions at in-

finity the post-collision process indeed can be viewed as an

inverse ionisation from an excited state by an incident elec-

tron with wavevector k .

3. Partial-wave expansion; vsatviatior. of the configuration

space

Before performing the integrations over wavevectors in

eq. (2.13) and (2.14) we expand each of the continuum wave-

functions in partial waves (Taylor (1972))

|k> = X |klm> Y™ (k_)
l,m

1 l_'

(3.1)

where j,(kr) is the Ricatti-Bessel function. For Coulomb waves

the j,(kr) are replaced by the corresponding radial Coulomb

wavefunctions J, ,,(r). The Coulomb interaction between electron
-L,K

a and 6 is expanded in multipoles:

where r< and r> are the smaller and greater of r and r .

Let us first consider the contribution of the sudden

approximation to the PCI transition probability. After expansion

in partial waves, substitution of the first term of eq. (2.14)

in eq. (2.13) yields:

k2 +
0P > <[k^ j|PHgQ|a> =

Ma' V
Z / r2dr / rl2dr' * (r) / k2dkg

° ° ^ 0 Ttk̂ r

M
3L<k r) [E l - ^ + ^ F 1 3L(k rM Y L

a (^ ) {r J J

_+ m. .
<x', a La Ma|QHP|k1 1± m±, 0 > Y ^ O ^ ) , (3.3)
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where \fi . (r) is a hydrogen wavefunction describing the final

state and, in analogy with eq. (2.10): *

r (k ) = 2k |<k L M |QHgP|a L M
a
>|2- (3.4)

a

The integration of k. can readily be carried out with a stand-
p

ard contour technique (Taylor (1972)); the result is:

y ^ J L J ( k r ) [ E l _ l + i i r i 3 ( k r ) =
0 •fk*

= - ~iK<X r > j (K r ) , (3.5)
K- L p > 1J p <

P

where Ko is the root (with positive imaginary part) of:
P

-%• = Ej + ^- , (3.6)

hT (kr) the Ricatti-Hankel function and r̂ ., r are the smaller

and greater of r and r', respectively.

We now use the assumption that the dominating contribution

to the PCI transition probability comes from scattered-electron

distances which are much larger than the radius of the doubly

excited atom. This is true when this electron is captured in

some (highly) excited state. We therefore divide the configura-

tion space of the scattered electron in a part where the exci-

tation of the autoionising state takes place and a part where

the post-collision interaction evolves. Correspondingly we

assume that the matrix element

<r", a I. M |QHp|k. 1. m. , 0>
c L 3 . 1 3 - 1

is non-vanishing only for values of r1 smaller than, say, 6 ,

where 6g refers to the size of the autoionising state; and

further that values of r < 6 do not contribute significantly

to the integration over r in eq. (3.3). Analogous assumptions

as to the range of r and r' have been made by Nienhuis and

Heideman (1976). We may then write eq. (3.3) as:
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I -2<§)V Y^S*,) { J rdr * (r)h* (K r) }
Ma, 1 . , m. 6 a

, m.
x {rL 0 O / 2 k a r <KgLM. aLa M j O H P ^ 1.. m±; 0P+> Y^fk . . ) ,

1 °-7)

where |K.LM> = / dKD|KD> YT(K.) and a summation has been per-
P —'P —p Jb — p

formed over incoming partial waves and over the unobserved

magnetic substates of the autoionising state. As a consequence

of the rotational invariance of QHP the matrix element in

eq. (3.7), describing the excitation of the autoionising state,

may be written as a product of a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient

and a T-matrix element:

gLM, a r.a Ma |QHP|k± 1 . m^, 0> =

= <LMLa Ma|limi> T(KgL, a Lg *• k± 1±, 0). (3.8)

Eq. (3.7) is a generalisation of the shake-down formula as in-

troduced by King et al (1975).

In principle the second term in eq. (2.14), which contains

the interaction between the scattered and the ejected electron,

can be handled in the same way as the shake-down term. After

expansion in partial waves and using the same contour technique

as in the derivation of eq. (3.5) the integration over k' re-
6

suits in:

( r ) [ E__2 |_] j

V 6 B' B

where K" is given by Ki = [ 2E2 - k'
2] and H.. , (r) is the ra-

p p 0t J- , K.

dial Coulomb-wavefunction which behaves asymptotically as:

HT v<r^ i™ expfi(kr + In (2kr)/k - irl/2 + cj ] , (3.10)

with cr, = arg[ r (1 + 1 - i/k) ] in terms of a gamma function.

We now make exactly the same assumptions as above for the

configuration space of the scattered electron and furthermore
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assume that only values of the radial coordinate ra greater

than 6Q significantly contribute to the integration. The con-

tribution of the second term in eq. (2.14) can then be eva-

luated in a straightforward way:

k^2 k£2 _

x < [k '~ ] |PH6Q|a> 4 k g ~ ] |kg> "*£ ' alQHPlk^, O >

m -h L + 1 s " 1

= £ Y.a(R ) 4(y) i

(2E2)"5 »
/ k^2 dk^ (k; ka K-) 1 {J drQ J dr e D ^ ( k a r a ) r ^ ^n L(rg)

* 1TT J L k ' ^ a ' ' H i K1 ( r e ) $ d r J i K l ( r ) h i <KBir) +

oo

+ J± j R , ( r ) / d r H^ K , (r) h* (K r ) ] [ V^ ( k M / 2 V p }

8 *
m .

x CT , . , T , T(KD l o , a L -s- k. 1, , 0) <LM1 m l .m .> y^ ( k . ) ,
a ft a ' x x

(3 .11)

where r> and r< are the greater and the smaller of r and rR/

respectively. The angular integrations and summation over the

unobserved magnetic substates of the autoionising state give

rise to a geometrical factor:

L'1a'1'1B/La'1 "

(2L + 1)] !

a'1'1B/La'1i (21 + 1)

< 1 0 | l 0 L 0> < 1 0 | l 0 h 0> { P k (3.12)
B a a

 I I 1. 1 i

in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and a Wigner 6j-symbol.

Equations (3.7) and (3.11) describe the excitation of a

bound state |nLM> by the PCI excitation mechanism. In the
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first step of the excitation process an autoionising state

la L M > is formed by a collision of an incoming electron in

the state |k. 1. m.> with a helium atom in the ground state

|0>. In eq. (3.7), which describes a sudden approximation, the

angular momentum of the scattered electron remains unchanged

while it is captured in the final bound state, and the angular

distribution of the ejected electron is determined by the an-

gular-momentum quantum numbers of the autoionising state. This

will generally not be the case for the contribution (3.11) to

the excitation probability, where the Coulomb post-collision

interaction may change the initial angular momentum of the

scattered electron from 1 to L and that of the ejected elec-ts
v.ron from L to 1 .a a

4. Numerical techniques

The primary difficulty in the numerical evaluation of eq.

(3.11) is the calculation of the integrals over r and ro. Es-

pecially the integration over r presents an awkward problem

because the integrand is the product of two oscillating func-

tions and, for large r , decreases as r~ . In the case of
a a

1 = 0 the integrand asymptotically behaves as:

F(r )
a

1
r
a

sin(k
a

r )
a

sin(k'
a

r H
a

i- In (2k1

a
r

a
+ oj (4.1)

0

The numerical evaluation of I = / F(r) dr has been discussed by

Rudge and Schwarz (1965) in connection with the calculation of

ionisation probabilities. These authors approximate the inte-

gral by taking the upper limit of the integration to be some

finite value R and estimating the remainder by an average over

a number of oscillations:

R R+AR
I = / F(r) dr + AR"1 / F(r) dr. (4.2)

R

In the present work we use a different method, which, in

our opinion, provides a more consistent and straightforward
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approximation to the integral. We first integrate the function

F(r) up to some finite value R1 which has to be chosen beyond

the turning point of the Coulomb wavefunction, where the inte-

grand starts to oscillate more or less regularly. The remain-

der of the integral is estimated by realising that the contri-

butions to the integral between two successive nodal points of

the integrand form an alternating series. The convergence of

this series can be speeded up considerably by applying an Euler

transformation (Wynn (1971)). This method appears to work very

well in the case of a regularly oscillating integrand; we

therefore found it necessary to divide the asymptotic function

F, given by eq. (4.1), into two parts:

P < V a F- COsI (ka - K)x<t ~ ln(2ka V / k a " %]

- L. cos[ (̂  + v)Xa + ln (2k. v/k(. + o ] , (4.3)
a

and to treat both parts separately.

We applied the same method to the remaining integral over

x ', but in this case the integral appeared to converge merely
P

because if , (r ) falls off rapidly enough for large rD. All in-
nJ. p P

tegrals over finite integration intervals were approximated by

repeated Gauss quadrature. The routine for calculating Coulomb

wavefunctions was taken from Barnett et al (19 74). For large

values of the arguments the Coulomb wavefunctions were approxi-

mated by their asymptotic expansions. The Ricatti-Hankel

functions for complex arguments were calculated by power series

expansions.

5. Comparison with experiment

The main problem in comparing the theory as sketched in

the previous sections with experiment is the evaluation of the

relative strength of different partial-wave contributions to

the excitation of the autoionising state. In general this would

be a very difficult task; there may be situations, however.
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where only a few partial waves contribute. For example, if the

autoionising state is excited near its threshold, the scattered

electron most probably recedes in a partial wave with lo = 0.

If the autoionising state is preferentially excited via a nega-

tive-ion resonance, the angular momentum of the incident elec-

tron is determined by the angular-momentum quantum number of

the intermediate resonance state. In this respect it was shown

in Chapter V of this thesis that near threshold the He**(2s2)1S

autoionising state is mainly excited via the He (2s2p'd)2D re-

sonance. Obviously the scattered electron recedes with an or-

bital angular momentum equal to two in this case. In the pre-

sent work we will restrict ourselves to such situations where

only one partial wave 1. takes part in the excitation of the

autoionising state.

Another matter of concern is the dependence of the decay

probability of the autoionising state on the wavevector k of

the ejected electron. Extensive calculations on the autoioni-

sation widths for ] ' 3P doubly excited states in helium have

been reported by Lipsky and Conneely (1976). Their results

show that, generally, the product k~*|r(k ) | 5 is relatively

small for k £ 1 a.u. and approximately constant for 1 •£ k £ 2

a.u. Accordingly we approximated k | r (k ) | * by a step function,

the step occurring at k = 1 a.u.; it has to be noted, however,

that the main contribution to the integration over k' in eq.

(3.11) comes from k' values in the neighbourhood of (2E2)

('v- 1.5 a.u. in practical situations).

In general the PCI excitation mechanism, which is studied

in the present work, presents only a small fraction of the full

excitation probability of a bound state. The main contribution

comes from the direct excitation process. The indirect contri-

bution varies rapidly with incident energy, whereas the direct

contribution can be considered constant in the energy region of

interest. Interference between the two contributions gives rise

to the typical oscillatory structures near the thresholds of

autoionising states in the excitation curves of bound states

(see fig. 4b).

The differential cross section for excitation of a bound
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s t a t e w i t h quan tum numbers n and L may be w r i t t e n a s :

— = r-2- I I Z T < L M l m | l . 0 > . P ™ (cos 6) + B | + | c ! ,
d6 k. ' ind a a' i0 1 i i i

I M 1 ,m u a
a a (5.1)

where the scattered or (for the PCI process) the ejected elec-

tron is detected with wavevector k at an angle 9 with respect

to the incident-beam direction, which is chosen as quantisa-
ma

tion axis; P, is a normalised associated Legendre polynomial.

The indirect contribution T. . consists of two parts which are

given by eq. (3.7) and eq. (3.11). The complex number B refers

to the interfering part of the direct excitation probability:

ra
B = Z T_. <L M I1 m |l! 0> P." (cos 9) , (5.2)

, . , , dir a a' l 1
1' /in ,1. a

where T,. is the matrix element associated with the directdir

process. The non-interfering part of the direct excitation pro-

bability is indicated by C.

We define the strength S of the PCI structure in a diffe-

rential excitation curve as:

k m
a i I a i

S = —— h\ L T. <h M l Di 11 . 0> P (cos 6) I (5 .3)
i M l . m 1 a a o

a a
When the scattered or ejected electron is left undetected the

cross-section is given by:

i H 1 ,m
a a

Thus the strength of a PCI structure in the total cross section

may be defined by:

S1 = :— S l S T. , <L H 1 I l l , 0>| (5.5)
k ' i nd a a ' i 0 '

x M ± fin u

a a

6. Results

Model calculations have been performed for two practical

cases, which have in common that only one partial wave is assu-

med to contribute to the excitation of the autoionising state:
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(i; Indirect excitation of bound states by the PCI mechanism

involving the He (2s2) ]S autoionising state:

e + He -* He~t2s2p2)2D -> He**(2s2)1S + e n •+
p

(58 .3 eV) (57 .8 eV)

•* He + e . + e •+ He (n, L) + e . (6 .1)
p ct a

The reaction scheme shows that the scattered electron

immediately after the excitation of the (2s2)1S state

has an energy of E] = 0.5 eV and an orbital angular mo-

mentum 1 = 2 . The width of the autoionising state is

r = 0.138 eV (Hicks et al (1974)).

(ii) PCI excitation of bound states having the excitation and

decay of the (2p2)JD autoionising state as an intermedi-

ate step:

e + He ->• He**(2p2)1D + e. •> He + + e o + e •* (6.2)
p ti a

e
a

(59.9 eV)
He*(n, L)

Because in this case there is no experimental evidence

that a negative ion resonance affects the excitation of

the doubly excited state, we assume that 1 = 0 due to
P

the low velocity of the scattered electron. The autoioni-

sation width of the (2p2)xD state is 0.0729 eV (Hicks et

al (1974)).

We first calculated the probabilities for the initially

scattered electron to be captured in final states with given

n and L integrated over all ejection angles. The figs, la and

lb show plots of our calculated S'-values (eq. (5.5>.) versus

the angular-momentum quantum number L of the final state. In

fig. la our results for the PCI excitation via the (2s2)lS

autoionising state are given, whereas in the calculation of

fig. lb the (2p2)lD state is the intermediate state. In both

cases the residual scattered-electron energy was taken to be

0.5 eV (in the former case of course dictated by the resonan-

ce) . The initial angular momenta of the scattered electrons

immediately after having excited the autoionising state are
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Figure 1. Calculated probabilities for the scattered electron

to be captured in bound states with different orbital angular-

momentum quantum numbers. The principal quantum numbers are

n = 3, 5 and 8 for curves A, B and C respectively, (a) Post-

collision interaction following the excitation and decay of

the (2s2)'s autoionising state. The scattered electron starts

off with an orbital angular momentum equal to two. (b) PCI in-

volving the (2p2)]D autoionising state. The scattered electron

initially has zero angular momentum. Both in case (a) and (b)

the initial energy of the scattered electron is 0.5 eV. Its

initial angular momentum is indicated by the arrows.
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indicated by the arrows.

According to the calculations angular-momentum exchanges

of the order of 1 a.u. should be fairly probable, in agreement

with a crude classical estimate and experimental evidence (see

Heideman (1980)). The calculations also predict that for low

principal quantum numbers (n = 3, 5) the scattered electron is

preferentially captured in a state with L = 1 . The relative

probability to populate states with other orbital-angular mo-

menta increases as the principal quantum number increases; this

is more pronounced in the case of fig. la than in that of fig.

lb. In fact the only significant difference between the cases

la and lb is that in the former the scattered and the ejected

electron immediately after excitation and decay of the auto-

ionising state start off with lo = 2 and L = 0 , respectively,
p a

whereas in the latter case the situation is just reversed:
1D = 0 and L = 2. It thus may be concluded that the angular-
P a

momentum exchange is more important in situations where the

slow electron is scattered anisotropically after having exci-

ted the autoionising state. In this respect it is understand-

able that in chapter V we found a fair probability for an ex-

change of two units of angular momentum in the case of indi-

rect excitation of a low energy (0.1 eV) continuum state

through PCI involving the He (2s2)1S state excited via the

He (2s2p2)2D resonance.

The calculations further reveal that in the case ">f figs.

la and lb the excitation of bound states (n, L) with n <_ 5 and
L = 1 is dominated by the shake-down contribution represen-

ts
ted by eq. (3.7). The dependence of the angular-momentum ex-

change on the principal quantum number n of the final state is

then partly explained by the decreasing probability for the

scattered electron to make a sudden transition as n increases;

the decline being more pronounced for larger initial angular

momenta 1D. The observed dependence on >;he principal quantum
p

number is in agreement with our expectation that the outgoing

particles exchange a larger amount of angular momentum if they

interact up to larger distances from the ionic core. This is

the case when the scattered electron is captured in excited
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Figure 2. Calculated angular distributions of electrons ejec-

ted from the (2s2)'S autoionising state following its excita-

tion via the (2s2p2)2D He" resonance. The scattered electron

is captured In bound states with n = 8 and L = 0, 1, 2, 3 and

4 for curves A, B, C, D and E, respectively. The initial kine-

tic energy of the scattered electron is 0.5 eV. The scales of

the radial coordinate are not the same for the different cur-

ves so that only the curve shapes can be compared.
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states with larger principal quantum numbers.

The influence of the difference in autoionisation width

between the (2s2)2S and the (2p2)2D doubly excited states

(0.138 and 0.0729 eV respectively) appears to be small. This

is understandable because the probability to find the scat-

tered electron at a certain distance r from the autoionising

atom falls off approximately as: exp(-r/rQ), where r_=2{2E1)yr.

With the residual energy (0.5 eV) chosen here r = 140 a.u.

for r = 0.0729 and rQ = 70 a.u. for r = 0.138 eV, which in both

cases is of the order of the mean radius of the n = 8 singly

excited state (= 100 a.u.).

A post-collisional exchange of orbital angular momentum

between the scattered and ejected electron will also change

the angular distribution of the ejected electron. Fig. 2 shows

the calculated angular distributions of electrons ejected from

the (2s2)XS state following its excitation via the He~(2s2p2)2D

resonance. The figure shows polar plots of S (eq. (5.3)) for

the cases that n = 8 and L = 0 to 4. Note that the distribu-

tion for L = 2 would have been isotropic if the transition of

the scattered electron could be described by the shake-down

term alone, hence if angular-momentum exchanges were negligi-

ble. For L = 0 the angular distribution is proportional to

|P2 (cose)|, which follows trivially from conservation of an-

gular momentum.

The trend in the angular distributions for larger values

of the exchanged angular momentum is illustrated in fig. 3,

where angular distributions of electrons from the (2s2)aS and

the (2p2)xD autoionising states are shown. In both cases the

scattered electron is captured in an excited state with n = 8

and L = 5, which means that the angular-momentum exchange is

rather large (the scattered electron starts off with 1. = 2

and 1. = 0, respectively). From the figure it appears that the
P

angular distributions for the two cases become very similar;

seemingly the outgoing electrons tend to forget about their

initial angular momenta as the post-collision interaction

evolves.

Fig. 4a shows calculated profiles of PCI structures
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Figure 3. Calculated angular distributions of electrons ejec-

ted from the (2s2)*S autoionising state (broken curve) and

from the (2p2)1D autoionising state (full curve). In the for-

mer case the initial orbital angular momentum of the scatter-

ed electron is equal to two, in the latter case it is equal to

zero. In both cases the scattered electron starts off with an

energy of 0.5 eV and is eventually captured in an excited sta-

te with n = 8 and L = 5. The scale of the radial coordinate is

the sane for both curves.
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in the excitation of 6S, 6P and 6D states as a function of in-

cident energy. Total cross-sections (eg. (5.4)) were considered

and the (2p2)JD state was taken as the intermediate state for

the PCI process (case (ii)). In the calculation we assumed

that the T-matrix element for excitation of the autoionising

state is independent of incident energy. Arbitrarily we took

the interfering contribution of the direct process B to be a

factor of 102 larger than the indirect contribution as calcu-

lated by our formula's (eqs. (3.7) and (3.11)). To account

approximately for the phase differences between the direct and

the indirect transition probabilities we multiplied the indi-

rect contribution in case of 6S, 6P and 6D excitation by

e0*6111, e1'8111 and e
0'857rl respectively. Measurements of opti-

cal excitation functions for the 63S, 63P and 63D states are

shown in fig. 3b (see also Heideman (1980)). The spectra show

several structures between 59 and 68 eV; the structure near

60 eV is due to post-collision interaction via the (2p2)JD

state. The general appearance of the calculated spectra resem-

bles the corresponding part of the measurements quite well.

Our particular choice of the phase differences facilitates the

comparison with the measurements as that choice makes the

peaks in the calculated profiles to nearly coincide with those

in the measurements. In case of the 6D excitation the calcula-

ted structure lies entirely below the background of the direct

excitation; this behaviour is also observed in the experiment.

The strengths of the calculated PCI structures (due to

the (2p2)JD state) in the excitation of final states with

n = 5, 6 and 8 and L = 0/ 1 and 2 are summarised in table 1.

The numbers were derived using eq. (5.5) and normalised on

the strengths of the nS structures. The calculated numbers may,

to a certain extent, be compared with experimental values for

excitation of n3L states as derived by Heideman (1980); this

has been done in table 1. The experimental strengths were not

corrected for cascade effects. Because the strenghts of the

structures in the n3S states are largest, these effects would

be in particular important for the n3P states. This means that

the experimental strengths for the n3P states are somewhat
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Figure 4. (a) Calculated profiles of PCI structures in the exci-

tation curves of states with n = 6 and L = 0, 1 and 2. The PCI

mechanism results from trie excitation and decay of the (2p2)JD

autoionising state. The initial orbital angular momentum of

the scattered electron is equal to zero, (b) Optical excitation

functions of 63S, 63P and 63D excited states. The sloping back-

ground below the onset of the (2p2)1D state (59.9 eV) is due to

the presence of the nearby He"(2s2p2)2D resonance (58.3 eV).

Both in (a) and (b) the arrows mark the energy position of the

(2p2)1D autoionising state. The horizontal bars on the vertical

axis indicate the height of the direct excitation background.
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overestimated in table 1, especially for the lower values of

the principal quantum numbers.

Table 1. Calculated and measured strenghts of PCI structures in
(n,L) excited states. The PCI mechanism results from the exci-
tation and decay of the ^p2)1© autoionising state. In the cal-
culations the ini t ia l orbital angular momentum of the scattered
electron is taken to be zero, whereas i t s ini t ia l kinetic ener-
gy is 0.5 eV. The experimental strengths were taken from Heide-
man (1980). The numbers are normalised on the strengths of the
nS structures.

s
p

D

5

exp.

1

0

0

32

07

theor.

1

0

0

12

10

(

exp.

1

0

0

36

08

5

theor.

1

0

0

16

09

exp.

1

0

0

33

07

8
4
theor.

1

0.25

0.05

Taking this into account improves the accordance between expe-

rimental and theoretical results. A full comparison between

calculated and experimental strengths is however not possible,

because i t is not clear in which way one should account for

interference effects.

In all calculations presented here the radius S of the
a

autoionising state was chosen to be 1 a.u., and thus we impli-

citly assumed that the PCI between the outgoing electrons is

only effective outside the hypersphere with a radius of 1 a.u.

To check the consistency of this assumption the calculations

for excitation of n = 3 final states via the (2s2)JS state

were repeated with 6, = 5 a.u. Although the absolute numbers

for S and S1 changed, the distribution over different L values

of the scattered electron and the angular distribution of the

ejected electron did not change significantly.
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7. Conclusion

We showed that an optical-potential description can be used in

a consistent way to derive a model for the post-collision in-

teraction between the scattered and the ejected electron follo-

wing the excitation of an autoionising state. An approximate

formula was derived for the probability that the scattered

electron as a result of PCI eventually ends up in a bound state

of the neutral atom. The formula consists of two terms: one

term describing a sudden transition of the scattered electron

and a second term which explicitly contains the Coulomb inter-

action between the outgoing particles. Calculations revealed

that the relative importance of these terms is determined by

the time available for interaction and by the anisotropy of

the angular distribution of the initially scattered electron.

In certain cases these terms are of equal order of magnitude.

A detailed comparison between experiment and theory is not yet

possible because the information that can be extracted from

the present experiments is limited. It would be interesting to

study in an analogous way the case where the scattered electron

eventually ends up in a continuum state in the field of the re-

sidual ion. The numerical evaluation of the model is however

somewhat more complicated for this situation as the scattered

and ejected electron may interact up till very large distances

from the ionic core.
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SAMENVATTING

Correlatieeffecten bij electron-atoom botsingen zijn het

gevolg van de collectieve beweging van het projectielelectron

en de atomaire elektronen. De correiatieeffecten, waaraan dit

proefschrift is gewijd, treden op in het uitgangskanaal van

ioniserende botsingen; vaak zullen deze effecten dan ook worden

aangeduid met "post-collision interaction". Door de lange dracht

van de Coulomb-kracht kunnen het uitgeworpen atomaire elektron

en het verstrooide projectiel elektron elkaar langdurig beln-

vloeden, in het bijzonder als e§n van de twee elektronen, of

beide, een kleine snelheid heeft.

Als we de configuratieruimte van het verstrooide elektron

scheiden in een binnengebied en een buitengebied stellen we ons

voor dat de primaire botsing plaatsvindt in het binnengebied

terwijl de in dit proefschrift besproken correlatieeffecten zich

afspelen in het buitengebied dat zich uitstrekt van enkele malen

de diameter van het atoom tot de afstand waarop Sen van beide

elektronen in principe vrij is. In de inleiding betogen we dat

slechts een beperkte en wSlbepaalde klasse van toestanden van

het systeem in het binnengebied relevant is voor de bestudeerde

correlatieeffecten in het buitengebied. Dit soort van botsings-

processen is interessant omdat het ons in staat stelt de gecor-

releerde beweging van beide elektronen in het buitengebied af-

zonderlijk te bestuderen.

De inhoud van het proefschrift valt globaal in twee delen

uiteen. In het eerste deel, dat gevormd wordt door hoofdstuk II,

besteden we aandacht aan correlatieeffecten die optreden wanneer

atomen of ionen getroffen worden door elektronen met een energie

dicht in de buurt van de ionisatiedrempel. Na het primaire bot-

singsproces ontstaat een situatie waarin zowel het verstrooide

als het uitgeworpen elektron met een lage snelheid aan de aan-

trekking van het ion trachten te ontsnappen. Het ontsnappings-

proces blijkt slechts succesvol te eindigen als de beweging van

beide elektronen sterk gecorreleerd is. Zo zal de afstand van

beide elektronen tot het ion ongeveer gelijk moeten blijven

(radiele correlatie). Als gevolg van de onderlinge afstoting
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van de elektronen zullen ze bij voorkeur in diametrale richting

trachten te ontsnappen. Deze hoekcorrelatie geeft aanleiding

tot grote tegengestelde impulsmomenten van de elektronen. In

het eerste deel van hoofdstuk II bestuderen we de uitwisseling

van impulsmoment tussen de twee elektronen via berekeningen aan

de klassieke banen van de deeltjes in het veld van het ion. In

het bijzonder zijn we daarbij gelnteresseerd in de afhankelijk-

heid van het impulsmoment van de rest-energie van de elektronen

en van de lading van het achterblijvende ion. De berekende im-

pulsmomenten worden vergeleken met de voorspellingen door een

quantummechanische theorie die nauw gerelateerd is aan de

klassieke beschrijving.

De radiele correlatie is in hoge mate instabiel. Wanneer

een van de twee ontsnappende elektronen achterblijft, ziet het

de aantrekkende kracht van het ion minder goed afgeschermd door

het andere elektron. Het achterblijvende elektron wordt verder

vertraagd, slaagt er niet in om aan de invloed van het ion te

ontsnappen en wordt ingevangen in een aangeslagen toestand van

het neutrale atoom. In dit geval doet het correlatiemechanisme

zijn invloed gelden op de excitatie van (hoog) aangeslagen toe-

standen. In het tweede deel van hoofdstuk II worden metingen

van optische excitatiefuncties gepresenteerd die, als gevolg

van deze correlatieeffecten, strukturen vertonen voor energieen

van het inkomende elektron rond de ionisatiedrempel. Het blijkt

dat het optreden van deze strukturen afhangt van het impulsmo-

ment van het ingevangen elektron. In de laatste sectie van dit

hoofdstuk wordt een schetsmatig model geformuleerd dat enig

inzicht verschaft in dit effect.

In het tweede deel van het proefschrift worden ioniserende

botsingen met een autoioniserende toestand als tussenstap be-

studeerd. Een autoioniserende toestand in helium is een kort

levende toestand, waarbij beide atomaire elektronen zijn aange-

slagen. Een dergelijke dubbel aangeslagen toestand ligt energe-

tisch ver boven de eerste ionisatiedrempel en vervalt door uit-

stoting van een elektron. Wanneer deze toestand door een inko-

mend elektron nabij de drempel wordt aangeslagen is, op het

moment van verval, het verstrooide elektron nog dichtbij. Het
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langzame verstrooide en het relatief snelle uitgeworpen elektron

kunnen dan energie en impulsmoment uitwisselen. In een energie-

spectrum van de uitgeworpen elektronen uit zich dit in de ver-

breding en de verschuiving naar hogere energie van de pieken

die corresponderen met het verval van een autoioniserende toe-

stand. De uitwisseling van energie kan alle kinetische energie

van het verstrooide elektron wegnemen, zodat dit wordt inge-

vangen in een (hoog) aangeslagen toestand van het neutrale

atoom.

Allereerst wordt in hoofdstuk III een apparaat besproken

waarmee het mogelijk is om differentiele elektron-atoom ver-

strooiingsexperimenten te doen met een hoog energie-oplossend

vermogen. De resultaten van de metingen, die met dit apparaat

zijn gedaan, worden geevalueerd in de daarop volgende twee

hoofdstukken.

In hoofdstuk IV worden twee eenvoudige modellen voor de

invloed van de correlatieeffecten op de vorm van uitgeworpen

elektronspectra getoetst aan de experimentele resultaten. Aan-

getoond wordt dat de twee modellen (het "shake-down" model en

het "semiklassiek" model) slechts verschillende formuleringen

zijn van &&n en dezelfde "sudden" benadering. In deze benadering

wordt het autoionisatieproces gezien als een plotselinge ladings-

verandering van het atoom. Het correlatieproces wordt dan be-

schreven als een plotselinge overgang van het verstrooide

elektron van een vrije toestand naar een gebonden of continuum

toestand in het veld van het ion. De overgangswaarschijnlijkheid,

die in deze benadering eenvoudig kan worden uitgerekend, wordt

aangepast aan de metingen door variatie van een relatief groot

aantal vrije parameters. In hoofdstuk IV wordt de consistentie

van de zo gevonden parameters onderzocht door gebruik te maken

van de verschillende manieren waarop een uitgeworpen elektronen-

spectrum geregistreerd kan worden.

Het effect van negatief-ion resonanties op de aanslag

van autoioniserende toestanden wordt besproken in hoofdstuk V.

Waarschijnlijk heeft de vorming van een kort levend complex van

het inkomend elektron en het doelwitatoom een belangrijke in-

vloed op de werkzame doorsnede voor excitatie van autoioniserende
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toestanden nabij de drerapel. Dit extra excitatiemechanisme

wordt aangetoond met experimentele resultaten. Er wordt betoogd

en aangetoond dat observatie van de resonantie onder geschikt

gekozen experimentele condities alleen mogelijk is als het uit-

geworpen en het verstrooide elektron een niet verwaarloosbare

hoeveelheid impulsmoment uitwisselen.

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt een

beschrijving geformuleerd voor de correlatieeffecten die optre-

den bij drempelaanslag van autoioniserende toestanden. De be-

schrijving is gebaseerd op de introductie van een optische

potentiaal die een formele scheiding teweegbrengt tussen de

aanslag (en daaropvolgend verval) van de autoioniserende toe-

stand in het binnengebied en de correlatieeffecten in het buiten-

gebied. De "sudden" benadering zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk IV

blijkt een bijzonder geval te zijn van een algemenere theorie

die een quantummechanische afschatting van de itnpulsmomentuit-

wisseling mogelijk maakt. Bij de uitwerking van deze theorie

beperken we ons tot de situatie waarin het verstrooide elektron

uiteindelijk wordt ingevangen in een aangeslagen toestand van

het atoom.
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NAWOORD

De afbeelding op het omslag van dit proefschrift roept bij

de lezer wellicht twijfel op omtrent de maatschappelijke rele-

vantie van het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek. Die

twijfel deel ik; toch neb ik de afgelopen jaren vaak met veel

plezier gewerkt aan dat onderzoek.

Mijn promotor Henk Keideman wil ik graag bedanken voor

zijn enthousiaste en stimulerende begeleiding. Met hem was het

vrolijk samenwerken; veel passages in de eerste versie van dit

proefschrift wekten vaak een bijna onbedaarlijke hilariteit

bij ons, helaas zal de lezer ze moeten missen. Ook ben ik dank

verschuldigd aan Jitze van der Weg, die op stoicijnse wijze

veel kortsluitingen in het apparaat overmeesterde en collegiaal

met mij langs experimentele afgronden ging. Met Jaap van Eck

heb ik mooie schaatstochten gemaakt, ik heb hem echter nooit

kunnen vergezellen op zijn dagelijkse wandelingen. Ontelbare

malen spoedde hij zich langs mijn deur met ritselende papieren

en vergaderstukken. Dat zijn schreden vaak stilhielden bij

mijn deur is de voortgang van de experimenten en het spoedige

verschijnen van dit proefschrift zeer ten goede gekomen. De

vele woorden die nodig waren voor de formulering van de soms

niet geheel eenduidige wetenschappelijke conclusies zijn ge-

tikt door Riny van Schip en Corine Lamberts. Zij zijn er onver-

anderlijk in geslaagd om opgewekt mijn pietluttigheden het

hoofd te bieden. Ze beheersen de bewonderenswaardige kunst om,

onder het vermaken van hun vele bezoekers en het luisteren

naar de radio, de ingewikkeldste zinnen te kunnen tikken. Van

deze scheiding van hoofd- en handwerk heb ik slechts in beperkte

mate de wrange vruchten hoeven te plukken. Klaas Goslinga heeft

me elektrisch bijgestaan, altijd vond ik hem bereid een extra

gaatje in een ponsband te prikken. Jos Meyer, Peter van der Burgt

en Leen Roozemond hebben in het kader van hun studie aan dit

onderzoek meegewerkt; ik hoop dat deze ervaring hun vorming tot

integere wis- en natuurkundigen niet in de weg zal staan.

Arend Niehaus en Reinhard Morgenstern hebben mijn werk kritisch

gevolgd, de vele discussies die ze met mij voerden, hebben mijn
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inzicht in de diepere gronden van het semiklassieke model ver-

helderd. Tot slot ben ik veel dank verschuldigd aan Gerard

Nienhuis die voor mij de wetenschappelijke strengheid personi-

fieerde. Met guile hand evenwel voorzag hij mij van de nodige

eenheidsoperatoren die in dit werk zo essentieel bleken te

zijn.
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift

CORRELATION EFFECTS IN ELECTRON-ATOM COLLISIONS

1 De correlatieeffecten volgend op aanslag door electronen van

autoioniserende toestanden kunnen ten dele worden beschreven met

een semiklassiek model '. Wie daarbij denkt aan "half"-klassiek

komt bedrogen uit 2.

1 Morgenstevn R, Niehaus A en Thielmann U 197? J. Phys. B: Atom.

Molea. Phys. W_ 1039-58
2 Dit proefsahrift.

2 Verscheidene auteurs ' >- hebben zich afgevraagd of de naburige

(2s2p)3P en (2s2)*S autoioniserende toestanden in helium coherent

bevolkt worden bij aanslag door electronen. Deze vraag kan ge-

makkelijk bevestigend worden beantwoord; experimenten zoals ge-

daan door een ' van hen zijn daarbij overbodig. Dit betekent

echter niet dat in hun geval de verstrooiingsamplitudines ook

coherent dienen te worden opgeteld.

1 Read FH 1977 J. Phys. B: Atom. Molea. Phys. 10_ L207-12
2 Baxter JA, Comer J and MaConkey JW 1979 J. Phys. B: Atom.

Molea. Phys. 12_ 2031-41

3 Bij aanslag door een langzaam electron kan onder invloed van het

electrostatische veld van het verstrooide electron de pariteits-

ongunstige (2p2)3P toestand in helium vervallen door autoionisa-

tie. Het is niet zorgvuldig om in dit verband te spreken van het

verloren gaan van pariteit als een goed quantumgetal ' . Het is

onwaarschijnlijk dat dit verschijnsel kan worden waargenomen

door detectie van de uitgeworpen electronen.

1 Stoltevfoht N, Brandt D and Frost M 1979 Phys. Rev. Lett.

43 1654-57



4 We kunnen ons geen voorstelling maken van een situatie in strijd

met de wetten van de meetkunde * . Uit de experimentele resulta-

ten van Van Linden van den Heuvell e.a. 2 kan men daarom slechts

concluderen dat voor de (2p2)3P toestand in helium zowel spin-

als baanimpulsmoment goede quantumgetallen zijn. Dit wordt echter

reeds gesuggereerd door de spectroscopische aanduiding van deze

toestand.

1 Wittgenstein, Traatatus Logiao-Philosophiaus (Suhrkamp, 1971)

Satz 3.0321
2 Van Linden van den Heuvell HB, van de Water W> Heideman EGM,

van Eok J en Moorman L 1980 J. Phys. B: Atom. Molea. Phys.

1S_ 2475-80

5 Het is niet terecht de auteurs ' van het "twee-tijden" model voor

ionisatie te verwijten 2 dat hun benadering de invariantie van

het verstrooiingsproces voor tijdsomkeer schendt.

1 Baluja KL en Taylor HS 1976 J. Phys. B: Atom. Molea. Phys. 9_

829-35
2 Weigold E} Noble CJ, Hood ST and Fuss I 1979 J. Phys. B: Atom.

Molea. Phys. 1Z_ 291-314

6 De suggestie dat het gebruik van Sonine polynomen in de kineti-

sche theorie inadekwaat is, wordt door van Leeuwen ' niet bewe-

zen. De juistheid van deze suggestie is overigens zeer discutabel.

1 Van Leeuwen WA 1975 Physiaa 80_A 318-20

7 Het ligt voor de hand om de verdelingsfunctie van de electron-

component in een zwak gexoniseerd gas te ontwikkelen naar machten

van de massaverhouding van electronen en neutrale deeltjes l.

Deze ontwikkeling verschilt van de gebruikelijke ontwikkeling in

harmonische tensoren 2, hetgeen zich uit in de berekende waarde

van macroscopische grootheden.

1 Van de Water W 1977 Physiaa 8SC 377-85
2 Bernstein IB 1969 Advances in Plasma Physios 3_



8 Voor veel van haar westerse beoefenaars lijkt de "aangepaste

technologie" eerder aangepast te zijn aan hun behoefte aan, voor

hen, zinvolle arbeid dan aan de sociale omstandigheden van arme

bevolkingsgroepen in de derde wereld.

9 Hoewel ten onrechte door velen "atoomfysica" wordt geassocieerd

met "atoombom", moet toch getwijfeld worden aan de onschuld van

sommige richtingen in het atoomfysisch onderzoek.

Willem van de Water 25 maart 1981


